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Abstract 

 

Riding to Victory: 

Mounted Arms of Colonial and Revolutionary Texas, 1822-1836 

 

Nathan Albert Jennings, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  H.W. Brands 

 

The nation-state of Texas was forged in the crucible of frontier warfare. From 1822 to 1836, the 

embattled Anglo-American settlers of Colonial Tejas and the Texas Revolution formed an 

adaptive mounted arms tradition to facilitate territorial defense and aggression. This evolution 

incorporated martial influences from the United States, Mexico, and Amerindians, as the 

colonists first adapted tactically as mounted militia in Anglo-Indian warfare, and then adapted 

organizationally as nationalized corps of rangers and cavalry during the Texan War for 

Independence. While the colonial conflicts centered exclusively on counterguerrilla interdiction 

and expeditions against Native opponents, the revolutionary contest included simultaneous 

engagement in unconventional and conventional campaigns against tribal warriors and the 

Mexican Army. These combat experiences resulted in a versatile frontier cavalry tradition based 

in mobility, firepower, and tactical adaptation, which subsequently served Texas throughout a 

century of border and wartime conflicts. 
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Introduction  

 The nation-state of Texas was forged in the crucible of frontier warfare. It emerged 

desperately and violently, between 1822 and 1836, as the struggling Anglo-American 

immigrants of Colonial Tejas embraced mounted warfare in the North American Southwest. 

These embattled colonists first adapted tactically as localized militia during initial settlement, 

and then evolved organizationally as nationalized corps of rangers and cavalry during the Texas 

Revolution. This cavalry-centric arena, which had long been the domain of the Plains Indians 

and the Spanish Empire, required an inspired response by early Texans. It demanded a new caste 

of 19
th

 century irregular cavalry, encompassing a diverse array of mounted militia, 

counterguerrilla rangers, and Napoleonic light cavalry formations. 

 The Anglo-Texan colonists increasingly became a nation of frontier horsemen as they 

responded to the perils of settlement and rebellion across the Tejas landscape. Beginning with 

Stephen F. Austin’s seminal decision in 1826 to “keep twenty to thirty mounted men continually 

on the frontier” to counter Native raiders, the colonial mounted militias soon flourished as he 

launched larger offensives to “afford security to the exposed and scattered settlements.”
1
 In 

1835, with the onset of revolution and general war against Mexico, the colonists organized their 

volunteer riders into the mounted battalions of the Texian Army. This progression of arms, from 

localized militia to national corps, mirrored the rise of Lone Star nationalism and militarism; it 

irrevocably institutionalized ranger and cavalry service within the foundation of Texas culture.  

 The rise of Texan mounted arms incorporated martial aspects from the United States, 

Mexican, and Amerindian experiences. This combat amalgamation, at the center of converging 

                                                           
1
 Eugene C. Barker, The Austin Papers (Four volumes, Washington: Government Printing 

Office, 1924), II: 1442; James T. De Shields, Border Wars of Texas (Waco: Texian Press, 1976), 

50. 
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continental influences, resulted in a frontier tradition that adopted Native mobility, imported 

American firepower, and emulated previous Spanish tactical adaptation. According to the 

partisan Telegraph and Texas Register, published a decade after Lone Star independence, the 

hybrid Texian frontiersmen could “ride like a Mexican, trail like an Indian, shoot like a 

Tennessean, and fight like a devil.”
2
 Sam Houston, Texas’s preeminent military strategist of the 

era, agreed when he declared of his society’s preference for frontier cavalry: “Give us one 

thousand rangers, and we will be accountable for the defense of our frontier of eighteen hundred 

miles…give us rangers in Texas.”
3
  

 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the development of Anglo-Texan mounted arms as 

they transitioned incrementally from decentralized colonial militia to nationalistic mounted corps 

between 1822 and 1836. While many previous works have discussed the initial rise of the Texas 

Ranger institution, and general scholarship on the Texas Revolution remains extensive, none 

have yet focused solely on the manifestations of Texan frontier cavalry in its various forms 

during the colonial and revolutionary years. This work will attempt to remedy this omission by 

capturing the progression and tactical diversity of Texas’s early mounted arms, spanning all 

combat functions and organizational structures, in a comprehensive manner. 

To accomplish this endeavor, the project employs methodology that combines 

chronological narrative with three primary lines of analytical inquiry. The first of these 

investigations pertains to the broader cultural and military influences that converged in Spanish 

Tejas from the north, west, and south. How did each of the Native American, Spanish, and 

                                                           
2
 The Texas Democrat, September 9, 1846. 
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United States cavalry traditions specifically intersect to shape the emerging Texan experience? 

While the immigrant Texans certainly imported weaponry and experiences from the conflicts of 

the United States, including a predilection for tribal warfare and a marked reliance on firearms, 

they also incorporated the combat methods of the Texas Indians and emulated previous 

adaptation by the Spanish. The fusion of these military capabilities resulted in a new caste of 

frontier cavalry which eventually rose to prominence as the famed Texas Rangers. 

The second line of inquiry centers on the tactical and organizational adaptation embraced 

by the militant settlers as they gained familiarity in cavalry-centric warfare. It will investigate the 

methods by which the Anglo-Texan militias and rebel companies countered, and eventually 

surpassed, the mounted superiority enjoyed by their Amerindian and Mexican opponents. This 

analysis will trace the settlers’ gradual transition as they progressed from localized infantry to 

proactive cavalry. Given this context, which military fundamentals, both classical and modern, 

did combatants employ successfully at various echelons to achieve intended objectives? And 

how did Anglo-Texans organize and deploy tailored volunteer units against unconventional 

Amerindians and conventional Mexicans, both separately and simultaneously?  

The third inquiry explores the military science and art that defined 19
th

 century warfare in 

Mexican Tejas. It will assess the strategic aims of all organized parties in Texas, while focusing 

on cavalry functions as the instrument of choice for the raiding cultures that dominated the 

region. Other supporting questions pertain to the conceptual strategies employed by and against 

the immigrant Americans. In which ways did population-centric warfare define frontier 

operations, as opposed to Napoleonic strategies that oriented against nation-state armies? How 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
3
 Amelia Williams and Eugene Barker, The Writings of Sam Houston, 1813-1863 (Eight 

volumes, Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1938), VI: 506. 
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did the military dimensions of human terrain, indigenous intelligence, and raiding operations 

against support zones, facilitate success or failure? Lastly, the study will evaluate the competing 

technologies employed in the Southwest arena while assessing the relative strengths of the 

competing Anglo, Indian, and Hispanic forces. 

 

Historiography 

 Texas’s colonial and revolutionary periods have enjoyed an exhaustive measure of 

scholarship by many serious historians. As the genre pertains to early Texan mounted arms, the 

volumes of study can be divided into two categories: works that focus on the genesis of the 

Texas Ranger institution, and works that generally describe Texas history. While the typical 

Texas Ranger manuscript briefly reviews the initial development of mounted militia and 

revolutionary rangers along the Indian Frontier, the development of the Texas Cavalry during the 

Texan rebellion in 1835 and 1836 is found only peripherally in works about the Texas 

Revolution, or larger volumes of Texas history.  

 The first category, the history of the Texas Ranger institution, enjoys publication dating 

back to the American settlement of Texas. While the genre began in the mid-eighteenth century 

with anecdotal narratives gained from colonial participants, such as John Duff Brown’s Indian 

Wars and Pioneers of Texas and Andrew Sowell’s Rangers and Pioneers of Texas, historian 

Walter Prescott Webb published the first professionally researched and comprehensive study of 

the Texas Rangers in 1935. This volume became the foundational, if biased and uncritical, study 

of the subject for the next half-century. Titled, The Texas Rangers: A Century of Frontier 

Defense, Web states favorably of the iconic ranger: “When we see him at his daily task of 
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maintaining law, restoring order, and promoting peace-even though his methods be vigorous-we 

see him in his proper setting, a man standing alone between a society and its enemies.”
4
 

Eventually a cadre of other authors followed in Webb’s footsteps, authoring a variety of 

academic and popular histories on the subject. In 1990, 1996 and 2001, Frederick Wilkins 

published detailed works focusing on specific Texas Ranger service periods prior to the Civil 

War. In 2001, author Charles Robinson offered a favorable and accessible history for popular 

consumption. In 2003 and 2008 Robert Utley authored two books exhaustively describing Texas 

Ranger development during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries, while in 2009 and 2010 historian Michael 

Cox offered similar books narrating the first and second centuries of their activity with great 

specificity. 

Historians Darren Ivey and Stephen Moore have provided the most militarily detailed 

works on the colonial rangers and other mounted forces, in terms of specific unit service periods 

and personnel rosters. In 2010 Ivey published The Texas Rangers: A Registry and History, which 

lists the commanders, service periods, and locations for each unit down to the company level. 

Moore’s four-volume series, titled Savage Frontier: Rangers, Riflemen and Indian Wars in 

Texas, was published between 2002 and 2010 and describes in greater detail the same for the 

years of the Texas Republic. He also comprehensively investigates the development of frontier 

defenses, foot regiments, and naval elements, while incorporating the larger Texas story. 

In contrast with the traditionally complimentary or purely military studies that dominate 

Texas Ranger historiography, a few authors have adopted a more critical view of their actions 

during the colonial period. Two such books, both published in 2005, emphasize Anglo-Texan 

                                                           
4
 Walter P. Webb, The Texas Rangers: A Century of Frontier Defense (Austin: J. Garrett Press, 

1965), xv. 
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aggression against indigenous peoples of Texas. From Dominance to Disappearance: The 

Indians of Texas and the Near Southwest, 1786-1859, by Foster Smith, and The Conquest of 

Texas: Ethnic Cleansing in the Promised Land, 1820-1875, by Gary Anderson, both describe 

with great specificity the brutality employed by Texan rangers in Anglo-Indian confrontations. 

Anderson succinctly condemned contemporary views of early Texans by arguing that early 

authors had “distorted Texas history: Indians, brutal and bloodthirsty, were always at fault, and 

the Texas rangers were saviors, brave and righteous in their actions.”
5
 These works represent a 

significant departure from the traditional view and embrace the perspective of the defeated ethnic 

minorities.  

On the other side of the scholarship that pertains to Texas’s early mounted forces, the role 

of light cavalry in the Texas Revolution, the research is included only as part of the larger studies 

of the rebellion or general Texas histories. Author Stephen Moore again offers the most detailed 

work in this regard, this time in his book, Eighteen Minutes: The Battle of San Jacinto and the 

Texas Independence, published in 2004. Other studies, such as Stephen Hardin’s Texian Iliad: A 

Military History of the Texas Revolution, 1835-1836, published in 1994, and H.W. Brand’s Lone 

Star Nation, published in 2004, also briefly review the Texas Cavalry’s revolutionary actions.  

Larger and more comprehensive volumes of Texas history likewise give only peripheral 

attention to Texas’s first conventional cavalry corps within the revolutionary narrative. Henry 

Foote’s Texas and the Texans, 1935, and T.R. Fehrenbach’s Lone Star: A History of Texas and 

Texans, 1968, provide examples of this kind of generalized reference. The original Texas 

Cavalry is then further neglected when these works, similar to those that focus solely on the 

                                                           
5
 Gary Anderson, The Conquest of Texas: Ethnic Cleansing in the Promised Land, 1820-1875 

(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2005), 360. 
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Texas Revolution, center their military inclusion on the infantry corps of the rebellion. The 

authors invariably focus their study on the defenders of the Alamo and the foot regiments at the 

Battle of San Jacinto, with little detail on the mounted companies that supported them.  

Given this relegation of the critical contribution of the Texas Cavalry who fought at San 

Jacinto, and the single-dimensional focus of the Texas Ranger histories on Anglo-Indian 

conflicts, a narrow but important field of study remained unattended. This gap can be remedied 

by combining all aspects of colonial and revolutionary Texan mounted arms into a single, 

integrated narrative, while informing the study with broader considerations of 19
th

 century 

military science. The application of relevant concepts from 21
st
 century United States Army 

doctrine and theory will additionally enrich the analysis. The resulting work places the 

development of Colonial-Texan frontier cavalry at the confluence of several important historical 

fields, including United States, Latin American, and Borderland studies, while grounding the 

thesis in the fundamentals of military history. 

 

Sources and Perspective 

 The sources employed to support this thesis are predominantly primary in nature, with 

secondary scholarship incorporated only in a limited context. The foundation of the narrative is 

based in the Anglo-American participants’ memoirs, reports, and accounts from campaigns and 

battles, and governmental documents. While Mexican and Tejano perspectives are frequently 

incorporated to provide context and relevant information from both allied and enemy 

perspectives, the study remains focused on the Anglo society’s experience in the armed conflicts 

of colonial and revolutionary Texas.  
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 In the colonial setting, spanning the years from initial settlement in 1822 until the 

rebellion in 1835, Stephen F. Austin’s letters and proclamations provide the most descriptive and 

consistent description of the settlers’ administrative and strategic actions as they coped with 

Amerindian mobility. Letters and memoirs by field captains and militiamen, such as the 

Kuykendall family and William Dewees, provide nuanced information concerning challenges 

and reactions at the tactical level. These voices, in addition to the colony’s correspondence with 

Mexican San Antonio and contemporaries in the United States, establish a consistent and 

thorough narrative that details the settlers’ progression in the use of mounted arms. 

 The documentation of Texan revolutionary cavalry, in the years 1835 and 1836, emanates 

from a similar combination of accounts by both officials and soldiers. The governing councils of 

the Texas Revolution, as well as local newspapers, describe the legislative creation of national 

mounted corps of rangers and cavalry to counter both Amerindian guerrillas and the Mexican 

Army. Commanding General Sam Houston’s reports and orders provide the strategic purpose of 

the Texas Cavalry in the San Jacinto Campaign, while individual horsemen, such as ranger Noah 

Smithwick and cavalryman Walter P. Lane, offer tactical narratives of their respective 

unconventional and conventional theaters. The incorporation of these varied documents, 

originating across a wide range of geographical locations and administrative echelons, again 

allow the creation of a detailed, cohesive military study.  

In addition to Texas’s wealth of preserved primary sources, this thesis incorporates two 

final factors that shape the narrative. First, the work assesses actions according to military 

effectiveness or lack thereof, with integrated evaluation of tactical and strategic operations 

according to intended and actual outcomes. Political, economic, and social developments are 

included only for necessary context. To avoid additional thematic digression, neither ethical 
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condemnation nor praise is incorporated. This precludes the partisan sympathy that characterizes 

much of the Texan, Native American, and Tejano literature concerning the period, which 

frequently seeks to assign moralistic blame. Instead, the analysis remains focused on analyzing 

the martial experiences of the participants involved, and thereby produce an unencumbered 

military study. 

Secondly, and finally, this project is influenced by the author’s own combat experiences 

as a professional cavalry officer. This aspect is pertinent because it has allowed vocational 

appreciation of the separate developments of mounted militia, mounted rangers, and light cavalry 

forces, as distinctive security organizations within the larger context of 19
th

 century military 

operations. This perspective identifies the Texan volunteers as doctrinally defined military units, 

rather than just collections of frontiersmen who haphazardly defended settlements. In that regard, 

this thesis is more a study of mounted arms in Colonial Texas, and the associated complexities 

unique to the North American Southwest, and less a traditional study of Texas history. 
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Chapter I: 

Colonial Texas: Initial Militia Conflicts, 1822-1828 

 

The history of Texas began as a story of combat progression in the North 

American Southwest. From 1822 to 1828, as the Anglo-Texan settlers of Spanish Tejas 

engaged existential threats, they adapted tactically as a reactive militia. Throughout this 

period, the scattered settlements along the rivers of southeastern Texas began to emulate 

the cavalry-centric methods practiced by Amerindian raiders and Mexican presidios. The 

experience represented a marked transition from the infantry-based warfare practiced in 

the eastern United States, to the mounted contest that dominated conflict in northern New 

Spain. As later stated by Nelson Lee, a volunteer officer of the Texas Republic, “This 

condition of affairs necessarily resulted in bringing into existence the Texas Rangers, a 

military order as peculiar as it has become famous.”
1
  

Early Texan adaptation emerged primarily in two types of security forces: 

inactive citizen-soldier militias that formed the core of colonial defense, and improvised 

ranger elements that patrolled beyond the settlement walls. While the former usually 

operated as a localized and reactive response to Native attacks, the latter provided 

forward and proactive interdiction against unpredictable raiders. As the settlers 

encountered a diverse array of Amerindian tribes that enjoyed degrees of superior 

                                                           
1
 Nelson Lee, Three Years Among the Comanche (Guilford: Globe Pequot Press, 2004), 

7. 
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mobility, including fleet infantry warriors, irregular marines, and swift prairie cavalry, 

the militiamen gradually embraced, and then mastered, the military use of horses.   

This foreign and unpredictable combat environment provided immense challenges 

to the new colonists. Noah Smithwick, a Tennessean immigrant who fought in the Texan 

militia from its founding in 1823, recounted the character of the guerrilla conflict which 

the beleaguered settlers encountered:  

We hastily saddled our horses, if the Indians had not been ahead of us, and left 

 our wives and children, to avenge the atrocious deed…taking up the trail followed 

 on with what speed we might, only hoping to be allowed to overtake and inflict a 

 deadly blow upon the foe.  

 

He then described the difficulties of responding to indigenous light infantry and cavalry 

with a reactionary militia that could not hope to mobilize with adequate haste: “Again 

and again we pursued them without success; they neither staying to eat or sleep until safe 

beyond pursuit.”
2
 

In addition to tactical improvement and emulation, selective enmity by pragmatic 

colonial leaders reflected an adept exploitation of the region’s inter-tribal relations. 

Amateur militia commanders, understanding their vulnerability, quickly recognized the 

population dimension, and not nation-state armies, as the center of gravity in 

Southwestern warfare. As the most influential Anglo-Texan leader prior to the Texas 

Revolution, Stephen F. Austin warned against the viability of continuous and widespread 

                                                           
2
 Noah Smithwick, The Evolution of a State (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983), 

174. 
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Anglo-Indian warfare: “Can the people live in a state of war without forting, and will 

they remain in the country if they are compelled to live in that manner?”
3
  

The pioneering statesman likewise cautioned against the unintended consequences 

of reckless colonial aggression against warlike tribes. Understanding the settlers’ 

minority position in Texas, he worried, “In this state of feeling, is there not some danger 

that all the Indians in the Province may be induced to unite against the American 

settlements?”
4
 In a landscape where resources remained scarce, and isolated homesteads 

doubled as both combat outposts and domestic centers, conciliation with a manageable 

balance of the surrounding peoples proved critical. Absent such pragmatic negotiation of 

the human terrain, no amount of tactical adaptation would have preserved the settlement 

program from rapid extermination by bow and spear.  

 

The official Anglo-American colonization of Spanish Tejas, also called Texas in 

the United States, began in 1822 when Austin led an ambitious venture to populate the 

fertile river systems along the province’s southeastern coast. As empresario of the 

settlement program, the entrepreneurial Missourian held the legal authority to allocate 

land grants to individual colonists in the name of the Spanish government. Austin would 

become known as the “Father of Texas” by many historians, and governed as the most 

influential American in the region prior to the Texas Revolution. 

                                                           
3
 Barker, Austin Papers, II: 1211. 

4
 Ibid. 
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The Tejas venture offered great risk and reward for ambitious American 

prospectors. After inheriting leadership of the program from his deceased father, Moses, 

Austin advertised a contract for settler recruitment in the United States. The 

advertisement stated that he was “forming a Colony under the authorities of the 

Government of New Spain.” He also warned each candidate to be prepared to explore 

“the coast, and mouths of the Rivers from Galveston to the Mouth of the Guadeloupe 

River,” and to expect to “assist in the building of Cabbins and a Stockade.” Austin further 

required that each settler provide “his own arms,” in addition to “Farming tools, Oxen, or 

Mules, and Provisions and Seeds.”
5
 Similar to the previous Anglo-American advance 

west of Appalachia, this new land would be earned through blood and sweat. 

Despite the contracted subordination to the Mexican Republic, the isolation of 

Austin’s settlement locations placed the immigrant colonists outside the military 

protection of the government. Throughout the period of Mexican sovereignty between 

1822 and 1835, the national government never installed Mexican administrators, 

Hispanic immigrants, or presidio soldiers within colonial strongholds. Political and 

military instability throughout the Mexico, both provincial and national, further ensured 

that the Anglo-Texans remained neglected. Though Mexico eventually deployed several 

small federal garrisons to Anahuac, Velasco, and Nacogdoches to enforce custom duties, 

the settlers’ defense against Amerindian raids rested entirely on the colonial militia.
6
 The 

                                                           
5
 Ibid., 432. 

6
 William Dewees, Letters from and Early Settler of Texas, edited by Cara Cardelle 

(Waco: Texian Press, 1968), 142. 
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resulting Texan autonomy, under very limited Mexican political supervision, propelled 

the development of nationalistic militarism to combat Amerindian raiders.  

The movement of American settlers westward from the United States to the 

isolated Spanish frontier forced the pioneers to negotiate marked changes in continental 

terrain. These changes predominantly unfolded along the ninety-eighth meridian, where 

the great forests of eastern North America ended. While the territories of western Tejas 

offered expansive plains and prairies generally devoid of mountains, forests, and swamps, 

the vegetation of East Texas provided woodlands reminiscent of the region between 

Louisiana and Georgia. William Dewees, an Arkansas immigrant who recorded his 

experiences beginning in 1823, wrote approvingly of Texas that, “the greater part of the 

timber is immediately on the water courses.” Further west, the unfamiliarity of the Great 

Plains barrier, and the corresponding lack of water and construction material, convinced 

the immigrants to settle along the river systems that led to the Gulf Coast.
7
  

San Felipe de Austin emerged as the first and largest Anglo colony in the new 

frontier.  Located on the west bank of the lower Brazos River, it served as the settlers’ 

informal capital until its destruction in the Texas Revolution. Initially a group of 

approximately 300 families, this colony and others soon expanded under Austin’s 

supervision to rival and surpass the preexisting Spanish and Native populations in 

number and ambition. Examination of land contract records reveal that immigrants 

arrived in order of greatest proportion from Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, Tennessee 

                                                           
7
 Dewees, Letters, 130; Walter P. Webb, The Great Plains (Boston and New York: 

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936), 4.  
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and Missouri. These frontiersmen thus prepossessed a deep familiarity with rural, 

woodland survival in the American south, as well as Anglo-Indian conflict.
8
  

A flock of ambitious American pioneers soon emulated Austin’s success. Dewees 

recorded that “Upon the passage of the colonization laws of Mexico and the State laws of 

Coahuila and Texas, the attention of many men of enterprise was directed to the example 

of Austin, and contracts were taken out for colonizing the whole surface of Texas.” This 

wave of new empresarios soon contracted colonies in Southeast and East Tejas, creating 

a network of immigrant settlement clusters, with San Felipe as their nominal capital. The 

burgeoning programs included Robertson Colony, De Leon Colony, Edwards Colony, the 

Irish Colonies, and later the DeWitt Colony, amongst numerous unsanctioned 

homesteads.
9
  

By 1827 a total of twenty-five Anglo-American colonies with an aggregate 

population of 8,000 had scattered through East and South Texas. The settler population 

more than tripled in the next five years, establishing a reservoir of citizen-soldiers to 

facilitate aggressive military expansion. According to Austin, the resulting combination 

of rising American population density, and the immediate increase in Anglo-Indian 

friction, induced the settlers to organize a “system of defense for this section, until the 

Government can adopt measures for the protection of the whole frontier of Texas.” The 

                                                           
8
 Dewees, Letters, 112-115; T.R. Fehrenbach, Lone Star: A History of Texas and Texans 

(New York: Collier Books, 1968), 142. 

9
 Dewees, Letters, 115. 
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challenges of confronting Amerindian raids across a vast frontier then necessitated the 

transition of these militias from infantry to irregular cavalry.
10

   

The initial threats to the colonies comprised a constellation of contentious tribes 

that surrounded the American settlement zone near the Gulf Coast and across the region. 

The dominant Amerindian raiding culture created a non-linear battle zone, lacking the 

population density, fortifications, and massed armies of the European landscape; rapid 

guerrilla warfare consequently served as the prevailing method of combat in Texas. Most 

of the early Anglo-Texan engagements oriented against the Karankawa Tribe, an 

aggressive coastal people that excelled in dismounted and brown-water combat along 

rivers and coastal waters.
11

  

The Karankawa were predisposed for aggression against the colonists due to past 

conflicts with European pirates and explorers. Not surprisingly, they immediately came 

into conflict with the new settlers. Since their domestic camps existed within marching 

distance of San Felipe, and because the Karankawa did not use horses, the first colonial 

skirmishes were fought as light infantry affairs.
12

 Austin stated after his first exposure to 

the coastal hunters, “An American population will be the signal of their extermination, 

                                                           
10

 Barker, Austin Papers, II: 1440-1442; James Hailey, Passionate Nation: The Epic 

History of Texas (New York: Free Press, 2006), 87-94. 

11
 Jean Berlandier, The Indians of Texas in 1830 (Washington: Smithsonian Institution 

Press, 1969), 54, 68, 147-149. 

12
 Stephen F. Austin, “Journal of Austin,” Texas Historical Association Quarterly 7 (July 

1903): 305; Yoakum, History of Texas from Its First Settlement in 1685 to Its annexation 

to the United States in 1846 (Two volumes, New York: Redfield, 1855), I: 222; De 

Shields, Border Wars, 18. 
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for there will be no way of subduing them but extermination.”
13

 These intolerant views 

enhanced the intensity of colonial retaliation and provided moral justification for the 

early stages of Anglo-Texan territorial aggrandizement. 

In contrast with the Karankawa, the Tonkawa, Tawakoni, and Waco peoples of 

central Tejas experienced mixed relations with the new settlers.
14

 The Tonkawa in 

particular acted as valuable scouts for militia companies, as the colonists lacked 

topographical familiarity in the early years. Further west and north, the raiders of the 

prairie-based Waco Tribe became the primary threat to the colony after the Karankawa. 

The mobility and strike capability of these horsemen demanded the initial mounted 

response from the colonists between 1824 and 1829.  

The mounted prairie and plains tribes’ use of cavalry speed and operational reach 

in raiding operations required the settlers to develop mobile parity for settlement defense. 

French traveler Jean Louis Berlandier, who surveyed the defenses of Mexican Tejas in 

1830, described the Waco armament, “They have excellent horses and possess firearms, 

although they are very expert with the bow, the lance, and the dagger.”
15

 He also wrote, 

“Travelers on the road from Bexar to the Trinity, west of San Felipe, are often attacked 

by members of this nation.” Despite the prairie tribe’s adept use of horses for 

                                                           
13

 Austin, “Journal,” 305; Eugene Barker, The Life of Stephen F. Austin: Founder of 

Texas, 1793-1836 (Chicago: The Lakeside Press, 1925), 104.  

14
 Berlandier, Indians of Texas, 146-147; 143-144; 125-126. 

15
 Ibid., 126. 
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transportation in warfare, they did not employ cohesive, massed, and highly lethal 

cavalry in the manner of the feared Comanche.  

In eastern Tejas, the Caddo, Cherokees, Shawnee and Chactaw tribes, some of 

whom were immigrants themselves, lived as sedentary, woodland tribes that coexisted 

uneasily with the colonists. They existed primarily as farmers, bringing them into 

competition with Anglo-Americans over arable land along the Sabine River. These tribes 

also preferred infantry-centric combat methods, with an increased use of firearms. This 

proclivity resulted from their woodland hunting practices, which they conducted on 

foot.
16

  

The immigrant Cherokee people, whom Berlandier described as “well armed and 

fond of war, at which they are highly skilled,” emerged as the most powerful military 

force near the settlements at Nacogdoches.
17

 Recognizing the peril of inciting a major 

front to the east of San Felipe, Austin cautioned his settlers that “all passions should be 

set aside” lest conflict erupt with “the Cherokees and all the Indians to the east of us.”
18

 

The unstable peace between Anglo settlers and the eastern tribes persisted until the Indian 

Wars of the Texas Republic, when nationalistic Texian armies defeated and expelled the 

Cherokee for territorial acquisition and security. 

Despite the strength of the eastern tribes, the existential threat to the colonies 

hailed from the western plains. The nomadic horsemen of the Comanche, and to a lesser 
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extent the Lipton Apache, proved most dangerous of all due to their lightning raiding 

tactics and unmatched operational reach. By the time of colonial settlement in the 1820s, 

the more powerful Comanche had become the scourge of Tejas and forced the Apache 

peoples south to the Rio Grande. Manuel de Mier Y Teran, a Mexican general who 

assessed the Mexican frontier in 1828 and 1829, attested that they were “among the 

bravest and most warlike of the Mexican tribes.”
19

 This assault had long stymied Spanish 

attempts at colonization, depopulating and destabilizing the province since the 1750s.
20

  

Berlandier observed the legacy of destruction along Mexico’s inherited frontier 

with great interest. He wrote that the Comanches’ “war against the Creoles in Mexico 

spread terror among the settlers up and down the border…their raids then became almost 

continuous and the garrisons were always besieged. The fields were left to run wild.”
21

 

He assessed the militant plains peoples’ population at 10,000 to 12,000, with the 

capability of fielding up to 3,000 warriors.
22

 Athanase de Mezieres, a French traveler in 
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the late 18
th

 century, ranked Comanche “breeding, strength, valor, and gallantry” above 

all other Amerindian peoples.
23

   

American observers also found the Plains Horsemen fearsome. Mary Austin 

Holley, a relative of Stephen Austin who visited Texas in 1831, described Comanche 

armament and techniques with surprising tactical detail: “These Indians always move on 

horseback. Besides the bow and arrows, the usual arms of the Indian warrior, they are 

armed with a long spear, having a sword blade for a point.” She then explained the 

complexity of their cavalry maneuvers that made their raiding so successful: 

When they descry and object of attack, or pursuit, they dart forward in a column, 

 like lightning, towards it. At a suitable distance from their prey, they divide into 

 two squadrons, one half taking to the right, and the other to the left, and thus 

 surround it.
24

  

 

In addition to these attack methods, the Plains Indians possessed an unrivaled capacity for 

massed, long-range raiding against unsuspecting targets. Given this ability to project 

force with numerical superiority, they could have defeated the nascent colonial militia 

with ease.  

 Dewees observed the scale of the Comanche strength in 1823, just as the colonial 

program initiated settlement, when a host of “about one thousand Comanche” rode into 

San Antonio on a “treaty expedition.” He noted that the warrior people “seemed to have 

the Mexicans under their control,” indicating the intimidation they wielded against the 
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frontier presidios.
25

 With such irresistible raiding power emanating from the plains, it was 

only Austin’s conciliatory policies, and the colony’s remote location in southeastern 

Tejas, that prevented complete extermination during the first decade of Anglo-Texan 

immigration. 

The raiding cultures of the Comanche and other competing Amerindian peoples 

demanded the immediate creation of a colonial defense force. Austin fervently 

proclaimed the requirement for a citizen militia: “You are there for now called upon to 

protect your own homes, your own property, to shield your wives and children from the 

arrows of a savage and merciless enemy.”
26

 In response the settlers mobilized formations 

on an ad hoc, event-oriented basis throughout the 1820s and early 1830s. Jose 

Trespalacios, the first Mexican governor of Coahuila and Tejas, authorized the formation 

of an Anglo-Texan militia on December 15, 1822. Recognizing his inability to secure the 

frontier, he “directed the inhabitants of the Colorado to appoint an alcalde of their own 

choice to administer justice, and to organize a militia to oppose the Karankawa or other 

intruders who might attack their persons or property.”
27

  

In early 1823, with the approval of Trespalacios, the colonists divided the 

Colorado and Brazos valleys into two military districts with a total of sixty effective 

citizen-soldiers. This organization reflected the natural settlement concentration along the 

lower river systems that offered access to water, timber, and passage to the gulf. The 
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citizenry elected prominent leaders Robert Kuykendall and Andrew Robinson to serve as 

district commanders.
28

  

These initial militia forces consisted primarily of government sanctioned, 

volunteer infantrymen that reacted to localized Native attacks. In this endeavor, the 

colonists imported their weaponry from the United States to protect their settlements. The 

ubiquitous “Kentucky” long-rifle consequently served as the weapon of choice for Anglo 

immigrants. It fired a caliber between .36 and .45, which was smaller than standard 

military muskets designed for massed volleys. They were also extremely accurate 

according to contemporary standards, especially when compared to outdated Spanish and 

Indian muskets.
29

  

Despite the colonists’ advantages in shooting accuracy, the muzzle-loading 

weapons contained a crucial limitation: the rifles were slow to reload and unwieldy for 

discharge on horseback. Precision fire with these weapons required a stable and 

dismounted platform, in accordance with its woodland hunting origins. The rifles also 

required controlled, graduated rates of fire by serials of men to prevent unprotected 

periods. Such lapses, during which the settlers were reduced to hand-to-hand combat at 
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which the Amerindian warriors excelled, were vulnerable to rapid arrow flights and 

charges during the loading interval.
30

  

Settler Noah Smithwick, a veteran of many Indian fights, wrote of the disparity 

between immigrant muskets and rifles and indigenous bows: 

Primitive as the Indians’ weapons were, they gave them an advantage over the old 

single-barreled, muzzle-loading rifle in the matter of rapid shooting, an advantage 

which told heavily in a charge. An Indian could discharge a dozen arrows while a 

man was loading a gun, and if they could manage to draw our fire all at once they 

had us at their mercy unless we had a safe retreat.
31

 

 

While the cumbersome rifles and muskets remained a challenge for horsemen, 

colonial pistols allowed improved carrying capacity and close combat discharge. Despite 

the improvement, these handguns retained the same single-shot limitations as the rifles. 

Alternately, primitive carbines and shot-guns offered a compromise for mounted 

operations, though they retained the same reload limitations and possessed less accuracy 

than rifles. These weapons, along with the heavier Hawkins rifle that United States 

frontiersmen developed with a larger caliber for hunting buffalo, provided the mainstay 

of Texas’s colonial and republican arms.
32

  

While Trespalacios and the settlers coordinated an initial security plan in Texas 

with this arsenal of imported weaponry, Austin simultaneously sought approval to defend 

his colony from higher echelons in Mexico. Felipe de la Garza, the Commandant General 
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of the Eastern Interior Provinces, soon approved the Missourian to create a larger, more 

enduring citizen-defense structure. On June 16, 1823, while Austin travelled back to 

Texas, Garza confirmed the colony’s legal right to establish a militia under national law. 

The empresario wrote to the colony of this development, and his official status as senior 

commander: “I am fully empowered and ordered to form a Battalion of Militia in this 

Colony…with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.”
33

  

The order divided the colony into two sectors along the Brazos River, two sectors 

along the Colorado River, and one near La Bahia, reflecting Austin’s geographical 

assessment and corresponding recommendation. He also ensured that the colonial 

structure mobilized “agreeably to the Militia Law of the Mexican Nation,” thus 

establishing the Anglo militia within the larger Mexican citizen-levy.
34

  

The formation of the San Felipe militia within the existing Mexican security 

construct mirrored the earlier mobilization of Spanish settlements in northern New Spain 

during two centuries of colonization. Spanish military adaptation in southern Tejas had 

historically centered on the frontier communities of San Antonio de Bexar and La Bahia. 

As a network of presidio outposts, Catholic missions, and ranching enterprises, these 

communities, along with the smaller outpost of Nacogdoches in eastern Tejas, 

encompassed the forward line of defense for New Spain. A professional cadre of presidio 

soldiers garrisoned the isolated urban centers, maintaining a tenuous grasp on security.  
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By the mid-18
th

 century Apache and Comanche raiding made the Spanish reliance 

on professional arms untenable; rancheros and farmers soon organized to augment the 

presidios out of self-preservation. In 1722, as the empire’s ecclesiastical and economic 

programs in Tejas faltered, catholic mission leaders likewise recommended increased 

settlement density and militia participation as a solution. As one mission leader implored, 

“Our best defense consists in seeing to it that a place is inhabited…Settlers will defend 

their own territory.”
35

  

By 1779 the frontier crisis had intensified, despite a limited use of citizen-soldier 

levies. The King of Spain directly commissioned the governors of “New Mexico, 

Coahuila, and Tejas to form militia in their respective provinces.”
36

 This directive 

reflected a renewed militarization of the northern border of New Spain. The evangelical 

and economic program had utterly failed; Spanish territory north of the Rio Grande now 

assumed the role of a military buffer-zone between the Plains Amerindians and the more 

developed interior provinces to the south.  

Smithwick, with typical Texan bravado, contrasted the failure of the 18
th

 century 

Spanish colonial program with the subsequent success of the Texas Republic as they 

faced the same Native challenges: 

Before the advent of the white man the Indians held full sway. They drove out the 

Spanish missionaries who attempted to take possession of the country as they had 

done in Mexico and California, and inspired the Mexicans with such a holy horror 
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of them that they (the Indians) went into the Mexican towns and helped 

themselves to whatever they wanted, no one daring to oppose them. They tried 

that game on the Americans, and to their dismay found it would not work.
37

 

 

 Tactical ineptness, on the part of the Spanish and Mexican armies, also 

contributed to the destabilization of Tejas. In 1826 Dewees noted with distain the 

Mexican soldiers’ impracticable shooting methods. First, the American colonist shocked 

the Mexican officers when he, “shot at a target which was placed at a distance of a 

hundred yards,” indicating the Mexicans could not hope to match the distance. Dewees 

then described of the Mexican manner of shooting: “being entirely without taking aim; 

they as frequently fire backwards with the gun upon their shoulders, while running from 

an enemy, as any way.” Though this observation doubtless included condescending 

exaggeration, it revealed the ineffectiveness of antiquated Mexican musketry in the hands 

of ill-trained soldiers.
38

 

Despite the Amerindian assaults against towns and churches, the most damaging 

raids for the Spanish colonial program occurred against ranching enterprises which 

existed outside the immediate protection of the presidios. This resulted in a devastating 

reduction in the civilian population beyond the fortified towns and destroyed the cattle 

industry. In the year 1819, the Spanish Governor of Tejas, Antonio Martinez, accordingly 

warned his superiors: 

Rarely a day passes that his capital is not attacked by the Indians, one time by the 

 Tahuacanos and other by the Comanches or Lipanes, and these, with various evil 

 Spaniards, disorganized or united, are attacking our fortifications almost every 
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 night…I predict with sadness that his province will be destroyed unwittingly by 

 lack of inhabitants. 

 

The beleaguered governor also wrote of the social consequences, “This is inevitable 

because no one wishes to live in the province for fear of danger and because the few 

inhabitants now existing are being killed gradually by the savages, and the cattle and 

horses as well.”
39

 This specter of societal annihilation, based in cavalry raiding, informed 

the militant cultures of both imperialists and Natives; it propelled a climate of hate and 

resulted in a continuous, cyclic destruction of human landscape.
40

  

Throughout the long struggle for Tejas the empire’s focus on civilian auxiliary 

service centered at the administrative center at Bexar, where the greatest density of 

Spanish citizens lived. An accounting ledger from 1785 underscored the activity of the 

San Antonio amateur levy. It emphasized the official status of the militia while 

documenting the quantity of “powder and bullets” discharged in, “the various sorties and 

scouting expeditions that have been made against the hostile Indians.” The report’s focus 

on civilians conducting both raids and reconnaissance perhaps indicated the vaqueros’ 

superior knowledge of terrain, horsemanship, and frontier tactics.
41

  

Four decades later, settlers at San Felipe inherited a similar citizen-soldier 

requirement in the years 1822 and 1823. The sanctioned Anglo-Texan militia structure, 
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developed through a combination of combat necessity and imperial neglect, accompanied 

an implicit expectation that the colonists would provide for their own defense against 

Amerindian raiders. As subjects of the empire, it also meant that they would augment the 

Mexican Army in larger operations when necessary. 

 

Anglo-Indian conflict in Texas began in June 1822 when opportunistic 

Karankawa attacked a colonial survey party as they explored prospective settlement sites 

up the Colorado River and its tributaries. In February 1823 the coastal raiders struck 

again. This time they ambushed a convoy of resupply boats on the Colorado River. Both 

maneuvers resulted in several American deaths. Abner Kuykendall, brother of the 

Colorado District commander, immediately led a retaliatory attack in response to the 

second incident. This action set an enduring pattern of strike and counter-strike that 

would eventually lead to the complete destruction of Amerindian power in Texas.
42

  

Tennessean immigrant John Moore, who arrived as one of “Austin’s Three 

Hundred,” and greatly impacted the development of Anglo-Texan mounted tactics in the 

years before and after the Texas Revolution, provided a summary of the action: 

At once we returned to our company, which was commanded by Mr. Kuykendall 

and numbered about twenty-two men. We made our way to the bottom, got 

between the creek and the Indians, and surprised them, driving them out into the 

prairie. Twenty-three were left dead, without the loss of any of the whites.”
43
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Another colonist who participated in the fight, Dewees, described how the Americans 

surprised the Natives in their camp at dawn. He narrated how they used stealth for the 

approach march and envelopment by converging wings to maximize the effects of rifled 

firepower: 

As silently as possible, we crawled into a thicket about ten steps behind the 

camps, placing ourselves about four or five steps apart, in a half-circle, and 

completely cutting off their retreat from the swamp…We fired upon them and 

killed nine on the spot. The rest attempted to escape, but having no way to run, 

except into the open prairie, we rushed upon them, and killed all but two, who had 

made their escape, though wounded, after the first fire.
44

 

 

These techniques of combining cavalry mobility and infantry volleys 

demonstrated an adept understanding of counterguerrilla methods imported from prior 

experiences in the United States. It is instructive that Dewees wrote that the attacking 

settlers rode to the suspected area of engagement and proceeded to dismount from their 

horses prior to the final assault. This tactic defined the early Texan militia as mounted 

infantry according to 19
th

 century military classification, comparable to contemporary 

United States Dragoons.
45

  

Violence continued that summer when an allied warband, comprised mostly of 

Waco warriors, invaded the settlement and killed a prominent settler named John 

Tumlinson. As the colony’s alcalde, or Spanish civil and legal administrator, he was on a 

return march from a governance meeting in San Antonio when the Indians attacked him. 
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John Wilbarger, a contemporary settler and oral historian, recorded the occurrences of 

this fight and many others in Colonial Texas directly from participants. He wrote that 

“Tumlinson was instantly killed,” but another colonist, named Newman, “who was on a 

good horse, fled, and succeeded in escaping.”
46

 

When Newman reported the murder to Tumlinson’s family, the alcalde’s son, 

John Tumlinson Jr., gathered a militia party of eleven men and pursued the party of 

“thirteen Waco Indians who were discovered approaching the settlements.” The angry 

Americans located the Waco that night in their camp on the east bank of the Colorado 

River north of the colony, by utilizing another of the slain official’s sons, Joseph, as a 

forward scout. According to Wilbarger, the settlers proceeded to assault “with such fatal 

effect that in a few moments twelve of the thirteen Indians soon lay dead upon the 

ground.” The remaining Natives escaped “like a frightened deer,” while the colonists 

suffered no casualties. In this instance, by employing reconnaissance and the element of 

surprise the militiamen gained early victory.
47

 

In the spring of the year 1823, in response to continued friction with the 

Karankawa, the colony planned a forward combat outpost at the mouth of the Colorado 

River. Dewees described the perilousness and desperation of the early colonial existence 

that compelled the establishment of an active garrison: “we dare not go out to hunt except 

in companies, as we are obliged to keep on the lookout, lest the savages fall upon us.” He 
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also stated the necessity of “leaving part of the men at home to guard the settlement from 

the Indians, who are very hostile to us.”
48

  

The intended effect of the new garrison was to deter further aggression from this 

small but dangerous tribe that frequently preyed upon river traffic and interfered with 

maritime commerce. Tumlinson wrote of the potential peace dividend: “we have no 

doubt but the coast could be protected in such a manner that settlers could land with 

safety in our waters.”
49

  

The colonial leadership fielded the Colorado River outpost in May 1823. 

Kuykendall supervised the deployment without Austin, as the empresario was attempting 

to renew the colony’s contract with the new government in Mexico City. A militiaman 

named Moses Morison commanded the fourteen volunteers assigned to the unit. As a 

former United States Army officer with field experience along the Mississippi River 

frontier, Morison served as a useful tactical leader during the early years of the San 

Felipe settlement.
50

  

The most important development concerning the outpost was not the intended 

fortification and garrison; it was the tactical augmentation that Austin proposed that 

summer upon his return to San Felipe. He advocated that a separate “ranger” element be 

formed to enhance Morison’s static platoon. This was the first recorded conception by 
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Anglo-Texans for the use of light, independent patrolling elements to match indigenous 

guerillas with speed and stealth. The documented reference to this ranging unit is found 

on the back of a property deed written by Austin’s land commissioner and mentor, Felipe 

Enrique Neri, also known as Barron Bastrop.
51

  

Again commanding militia, Austin proceeded to inform his fellow colonists of the 

plan while simultaneously announcing a recruiting initiative: 

I have determined to augment at my own private expense the company of men 

which was raised by the late Governor Trespalacios for the defense of the Colony 

against hostile Indians. I therefore by these presents give public notice that I will 

employ ten men in addition to those employed by the Government to act as 

rangers for the common defense. The said ten men will form a part of Lieut. 

Moses Morrison Company, and the whole will be subject to my orders.
52

  

 

By July Kuykendall hoped to move the faltering garrison to San Felipe to provide 

immediate security. He proposed that the company be “placed in that part of the country 

where they are most needed, at least for three or four months, every man in our position 

is essential as the upper Indians are numerous and show strong symptoms of hostility.” 

He also described their developing enmity towards the Indians: “We feel it a duty we owe 

our countryman to revenge his blood, and the time is not far distant when we will teach 

those savage people better sense than to sport with the lives of our countrymen.”
53

 This 

uncertainty illustrated the unpredictable and fluid nature of the frontier environment. 
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There were no defined battle lines or fortified boundaries; settlements in Tejas remained 

vulnerable to guerrilla attack at any given point from any direction.  

Despite the pressing need for security at both the settlement center and the coastal 

entry ways, the small garrison proved unsustainable. Funding and logistical failures 

insured the demise of the colony’s first attempt at forward defense. At one point 

Morrison wrote to Kuykendall that he had “discovered a party of Karankawa at the bay,” 

but then complained, “We have no powder and do not feel ourselves altogether safe to 

attack them in our present fix.” He later promised, “as soon as our powder comes we 

shall go and spie them out.”
54

 Given this failure, the combat outpost proved less 

consequential than Austin’s innovative proposal to utilize rangers to counter Amerindian 

mobility with proactive patrols. The augmentation represented the colony’s first 

recognized, and documented, need for an independent, mobile force to assist the static 

defenses of the colony.  

The term ranger, as stated in Austin’s recruiting letter, was not a new concept for 

the Anglo settlers. British colonists had employed specialized light reconnaissance and 

strike forces with tactical success in eastern North America since the first days of New 

World settlement. Like the later mounted adaptation of the Texas Rangers, the woodland 

rangers of British and United States frontier history developed as a reaction to superior 

Amerindian mobility on the eastern coast. This military innovation foreshadowed and 

informed the later reactions of Austin’s colonists.  
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One of the first documented uses of rangers occurred in New England in 1622 

when Captain John Smith, an adventurous British security officer, pioneered the use of 

woodland operators in America. According to his writings, the captain formed “ranging” 

parties from the colonial levy as he attempted to gain initiative against the surrounding 

indigenous peoples. In this endeavor he wrote, “To range this country of New England, I 

had but eight, as is said, and amongst their brute conditions I met many of their 

encounters, and without any hurt, God be thanked.” The captain also wrote of the patrol 

detachment, “these I would employ only in ranging the countries, and tormenting the 

Savages, and that they should be as a running army.” Smith later requested 100 citizen-

soldiers from the southern Virginia colony to assist as additional rangers.
55

 

The use of Anglo-British ranger forces in King Philip’s War, from 1675 to 1678, 

offered a second colonial example that predated Austin’s adaptation. Puritan special 

operators under Major Benjamin Church proved instrumental in defeating the 

Wampanoag and Narragansett Tribes, despite several damaging Indian offensives. The 

field commander’s stated mission to “discover, pursue, fight, destroy or subdue our 

Indian enemies,” embodied the aggressive ranging concept that would later characterize 

19
th

 century Texas Ranger operations. Like his predecessor Smith, Church learned 

patrolling from his Native allies, and subsequently “took care not to come too thick 

together.” The major wrote that the “English always kept in a heap together; that it was as 
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easy to hit them as to hit a house,” clearly emphasizing the difference between European 

and Native tactics.
56

  

The resulting Anglo-American ranger tradition proved ubiquitous during the 

French and Indian War and the American Revolution. The specialized warrior caste then 

led the Anglo-American advance in the continental interior, and subsequently heavily 

influenced the Colonial-Texan response to Tejas Indian warfare. It was thus no accident, 

200 years later, that Stephen Austin exactly imitated John Smith’s original adaptation of 

employing ranging units to project force beyond the settlement walls. Both maneuvers 

intended to prevent potential attacks while providing stand-off security for vulnerable 

settlements that housed women and children.  

The Anglo-American ranger adaptation also mirrored many of the localized 

programs initiated by the Spanish in northern Mexico and Tejas over the previous two 

hundred years as they mobilized citizen-militias to defend isolated outposts. Ranching 

vaqueros, or Hispanic cowhands, in particular adapted well to cavalry maneuvers in the 

arid environment of the North American southwest. This included specialized mastery of 

desert subsistence, tracking, horsemanship, and equine husbandry. These European and 

American traditions, although in very disparate regions of North America separated by 

time and space, found the creation of decentralized, forward patrolling organizations to 

be an effective response to Amerindian guerillas. 
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Colonial instability continued throughout the year 1823 as the colonists 

established homesteads in the vicinity of San Felipe. In November of that year, Austin 

informed the provincial government that the roads were, “full of wandering thieves who 

are united with the Indians,” and complained that, “without a small cavalry force to clean 

and protect those places where I am unable to protect, I cannot be responsible for the 

security of the travelers.” For the desperate colonists who relied upon the roads to remain 

connected to the wider world, the need for mounted interdiction forces was becoming 

increasingly apparent. This is the first known reference where an Anglo official 

emphatically stated that the colony required mounted forces for warfare in Texas. Given 

the disparate geographical nature of the settlement clusters, the Mexican administrative 

posts, and the network of homesteads, route security became crucial to the protection of 

logistical and communication lines.
57

  

The failure of the forward combat outpost plan, and the provincial governor’s 

inability to pay for soldiers, forced the colonists to adopt a strategy based upon an 

inactive military system to be deployed only when needed. Austin quickly recognized 

that a citizen-militia would have to defend the colony in lieu of a regular army garrison. 

Fortunately for him, by June 1824 San Felipe contained sufficient manpower to organize 

the previously approved “Battalion of Militia” for “the public security,” as titled by 

Austin. The corps consisted of five companies of approximately twenty to thirty men 

each, spanning the five settlement clusters along the Colorado and Brazos rivers.
58
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The local balance of combat power in southeastern Texas shifted in favor of the 

settlers in the year 1824 as new American immigrants arrived and joined the colonial 

militia. Austin’s assessment articulated his perilous situation in 1822 and 1823: 

The Caranchua Indians (Karankawan) were very hostile on the coast; the Waco 

and Tehuacanies were equally so in the interior and committed constant 

depredations. Parties of Tonkawas, Lipans, Beedies and others were intermingled 

with the settlers; they were beggarly and insolent, and were only restrained the 

first two years by presents, forbearance and policy; there was not enough force to 

stop them.
59

 

 

In the same letter, the empresario next explained how an influx of settlers over the next 

year facilitated a more aggressive posture towards previously tolerated threats. Austin 

boasted that in 1824, “the strength of the settlement justified a change in policy.” To 

illustrate his new stance he narrated how a “party of Tonkawas were tried and whipped in 

the presence of their chiefs for horse stealing.
60

 

The Anglo-Americans executed targeted retaliation against the Natives as the 

colony gained in strength and reliable captains assumed command of the militia 

companies. Austin’s policy of command delegation to subordinate officers, issued in 

December 1823, allowed field leaders “to make war against the Karankawas and to raise 

men within his Command and attack or pursue any party of said Indians that may appear 

on the coast or on the river.” He also authorized junior leaders to “act according to his 

discretion without waiting for orders from his superior officer.”
61
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This delegation of combat command to actionable levels reflected Austin’s 

understanding of the rapid tempo of counterguerrilla operations, particularly as directed 

against the Karankawa Tribe. The Missourian himself led the expedition of October 

1823, in which he followed Tonkowa horse-thieves to their tribal camp, recovered the 

stolen horses, and then forced the chief to have his guilty warriors lashed.  

This action proved effective for several reasons. First, it effected psychological 

intimidation against the tribe. Second, it utilized local Native authority to punish and 

hopefully implement deterrence against Tonkawa aggression through demonstrated 

authority. Third, it allowed the colonists to reclaim valuable horses. Austin noted that 

several of the stolen horses were “American breed and very valuable,” providing insight 

to his preference for imported breeds over the indigenous mustangs. Even so, Anglo-

Texan mounted forces suffered from insufficient quantities of quality equine stock until 

well after the Texas Revolution.
62

  

Throughout the year 1824 the colony conducted a focused campaign to neutralize 

the Karankawa Tribe. Militia leader Jesse Burnam utilized an effective river ambush to 

anticipate and defeat a Karankawa party that had captured two American sailors. The 

ever reliable Dewees, serving in the militia party, wrote that they “secreted themselves in 

the bushes” along the river, with intent to strike the returning Amerindians in their boats. 

As the settlers silently waited, the Arkansas native watched as a “large canoe filled with 

Indians” soon moved up the river towards their position.
63

 Burnam recalled the attack that 
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followed: “I fired on them, which was intended as a signal for my men to fire. My signal 

shot one Indian and in less than five minutes we had killed eight.” The militiamen killed 

two more Natives while they attempted to escape.
64

  

Concurrent to the military actions, in accordance with Austin’s policy of balanced 

foreign relations, Captain Aylett Buckner negotiated with the Waco, Tawakoni and 

Towash Tribes. The commission informed the Natives of Austin’s intent to “remain in 

perfect peace and harmony with all the tribes of Indians,” and proposed that “a clean 

commercial intercourse should prevail.”
 65

 The negotiators arranged a pragmatic, if 

temporary, peace agreement. Buckner’s treaty represented the colony’s desire to prevent 

the development of a second front to the north so long as the coastal Indian threat 

remained in the south.  

While a tenuous peace held to the north, conflict between the Karankawa and the 

colonists culminated in late August. Gibson Kuykendall remembered that, “Col. Austin, 

in consequence of the continual depredations of the Carancawas determined to lead an 

expedition against them.”
66

 The campaign began on August 30 when the empresario led 

the entire San Felipe battalion, over one hundred militiamen, south to La Bahia near the 

Gulf Coast. According to his journal, Austin “divided the men into two divisions,” and 

marched them down the east and west banks of the Colorado River in a clearing 
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operation. He also detailed how he “sent spies down to the mouth of the River in the 

night,” but failed to locate the fleet warriors.
67

  

According to Kuykendall, Austin soon “came to the conclusion that the enemy 

had gone to the San Antonio River; but as our provision were nearly exhausted, he 

determined to return to San Felipe, get ample supply of provisions, increase his force, and 

march direct to La Bahia.” After preparing for three days, the reinvigorated battalion 

marched southeast towards their enemy’s suspected location at the old Spanish mission. 

As they approached within fifteen miles of the town the colonists were “met by an 

express from the civil authorities,” who were actually priests who hoped to intervene in 

the conflict.
68

  

Dewees and the militiamen watched as the Catholic officials “came to mediate for 

the Carancawas.” Austin, hoping to avoid bloodshed and desiring to maintain relations 

with the Mexican authorities, “agreed not to make war upon the Carancawas as long as 

they should keep this pledge.”
69

 The expedition returned home the next day with a 

temporary truce in place. The large-scale nature of this deployment marked the campaign 

as a significant developmental exercise for the colonists. It provided valuable 

organizational and logistical training for future offensives to the amateur militia. 

The colony’s focus began to shift north in fall of 1824 in response to renewed 

Waco raiding. A prairie warband stole horses from the settlers, prompting immediate 
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pursuit of the thieves. The mobile nature of the Waco threat compelled a reciprocal 

mounted reaction by the colonists. Gibson Kuykendall, nephew of District Commander 

Robert Kuykendall, remembered the expedition, “We followed the thieves as far as 

Yegua-about fifty miles-where we lost their trail in consequence of the great number of 

wild horses and buffalo which then ranged through that section of the country.”
70

 Though 

demonstrative of the colony’s improved mounted capacity and improving ability to track 

raiders, the mission also revealed their challenge with timely interdiction. Unlike the 

Karankawa, Waco cavalry required a new level of rapidity and operational reach.  

Hostilities resumed in the south that September when Captain Randall Jones’s 

company engaged Karankawa that had killed several American immigrants who were 

traveling en route to the colony. Wilbarger recorded that the militiamen identified and 

even parleyed with a band of the canoe warriors on the Brazos River, but then “attacked 

them the next morning.” With the advantage of surprise born of duplicity, the militiamen 

“killed some of them and drove the rest away.”
71

  

After the skirmish Jones gained intelligence of a second, larger Karankawa camp, 

and after monitoring the area with scouts, located the site. The colonists proceed to 

advance to the camp under cover of darkness, and as the sun rose, “made a vigorous 

charge upon the camp.” Wilbarger wrote that the Indians immediately “seized their arms 

and took shelter in the tall grass from whence they returned the fire of the whites.” Unlike 

the first skirmish, the warriors repulsed the attackers and forced them to retreat under 
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pressure. The frontier historian attested that the colonists lost three dead, while the 

Karankawa suffered fifteen dead and more wounded.
72

 This brutal war of attrition waged 

against the Karankawa Tribe eventually debilitated the tribe, decreasing their warrior 

count from over 500 in 1823 to less than thirty by 1836.
73

 Settlers from the United States 

soon occupied their commercially valuable territory along the coast.  

Kuykendall and other captains retaliated against sporadic Amerindian attacks 

throughout the years 1824 and 1825, while achieving varying degrees of deterrence and 

pragmatic conciliation. This measured combination of kinetic and peaceful engagement 

reflected Austin’s determination to prevent war on multiple fronts given his limited 

military capacity. It addressed a fundamental principal of unconventional warfare: the 

value of the precision targeting of enemy elements while recognizing the importance of 

shaping and exploiting the broader human terrain for favorable outcomes.  

In this case, Austin intended to prevent territorial warfare on an unsustainable 

level by placating a strategic balance of tribal power. His nuanced appraisal of Indian 

relations protected the colonies in their fledgling years, while allowing time and space for 

the construction of a volunteer cavalry tradition. The leader recalled the precariousness of 

the early days of settlement, “One imprudent step with these Indians would have 

destroyed the settlement, and the settlers deserve as much for their forbearance during the 

years 1822 and 1823, as for their fortitude.”
74
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The “forbearance” praised by Austin should not be ascribed to ethical constraints, 

but instead to a realistic appraisal of the colony’s vulnerability. He and the majority of the 

settlers were undeniably racist in judgment and action, and viewed displacement of 

inferior Natives as a just endeavor, similar to their right to legal slavery. This condition 

reflected transplanted prejudice then typical in the United States South. In August 1835 

Austin wrote emphatically, “Texas must be a slave country. It is no longer a matter of 

doubt…nothing shall daunt my courage or abate my exertions to complete the main 

object of my labors-to Americanize Texas.”
 75

   

This colonist’s intention to “Americanize Texas” implied an extension of the 

Anglo-American imperial dominance that had characterized the formation of the eastern 

United States, including the overt removal of Native Americans and the importation of 

black slavery. In 1836, as the settlers fought simultaneously against Mexico as well as the 

Amerindian tribes, Austin summarized the confrontation through racial terms. He 

described the intensified Anglo struggle as contest of the “mongrel Spanish-Indian and 

negro race, against civilization and the Anglo-American race.”
76

 

Yet in 1825 Austin still cautioned the colony against “great excitement and thirst 

for revenge.” Worried about escalation, he propsed a question to his combustible settlers: 

“If we destroy the Waco Villages will not the other tribes consider it as a warning of the 

fate that must in the end befall them if the American settlements progress? Is there no 
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danger that they may become alarmed and unite to cut us off in our infancy?” The 

empresario then answered his own question, stating, “Is it better to submit to a few 

insults rather than risk bringing on a war with all the northern Indians by resenting them 

at this time.”
77

 This statement offered an acute awareness of the perils of provoking the 

attention of the Comanche hosts, which the colonial leadership desperately hoped to 

avoid. 

By the year 1826 the rapid increase in settlers and militia recruits permitted new 

aggression against previously tolerated threats. Austin’s colony postured to act more 

aggressively against the Waco and Tawakoni prairie tribes, while maintaining alliances 

with the Cherokee, Shawnee and Delaware. Austin proclaimed the danger to the north: 

The depredations of your enemies the W. and T. Indians and their hostile 

preparations, has driven us to the necessity of taking up arms in self defense. The 

frontier is menaced-The whole colony is threatened-under these circumstances it 

became my duty to call the militia to the frontier to repel the threatened attacks 

and to teach our enemies to fear and respect us.
78

 

 

This policy reflected a strategic decision to engage in western hostilities while 

conciliating the east. Anglo-Indian tensions further increased in April when a party of 

Tonkawa warriors invaded the colony area to steal horses and hunt enemy tribesmen 

according to their tradition. Though not intended as a direct strike on the colony, the raid 

provoked a militia reaction because of territorial sensitivity.  

Militia captain James Ross moved quickly to interdict the raiders. As such, he 

“lost no time in sending spies to the frontier” to identify the location of the retreating 
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warband. Once located, Ross immediately led thirty-one men to interdict the warparty 

before they could escape. The militia caught the celebrating Tonkawa in camp, reportedly 

dancing amongst human scalps taken during the raid. In his battle report, the captain 

described his envelopment strategy that surrounded the camp with converging elements: 

One party under the command of Lieutenant Rawson Alley, commenced the 

attack in the front, from the bank of the creek, while I took position with the 

others in the bottom…this disposition had a good effect. After the first fire from 

Alley’s party, the Indians ran for the bottom, and there received a volley from my 

party. Eight Indians fell dead, and five were wounded and escaped to the thicket.
79

 

 

According to Ross, the victorious militia found “five fire arms, seven bows, and a 

considerable number of arrows and quantity of ammunition” in the Indian camp. They 

also recovered one stolen horse.
80

  

Ross’s interdiction against the Tonkawa resulted in one of the most effective and 

flawlessly executed militia retaliations by Anglo settlers between 1822 and 1835. Austin 

praised his rapid mobilization procedures and adept use of scouts for intelligence. The 

empresario subsequently reported to his Spanish superior that he “gave orders to the 

captains of Militia of this Colony, to have their men ready at a moment’s notice; and I 

would send spies to the Indian villages to watch their movements and ascertain their 

intentions.”
81

  

Though neither Ross nor Austin mentioned the use of horses in their reports, the 

synchronization of actionable intelligence and maneuverable assets demonstrated the 
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colony’s improvement in tactics. The immediate dissemination of successful methods to 

the other militia units also revealed how critical organizational learning occurred within 

the colony. This shared experiential knowledge enabled a common adaptation amongst 

the decentralized companies. 

By June 1826 the colony network of settlements numbered over 1,800 people 

because of continued immigration. The prospect of land and the initial success of the 

settlement programs attracted new adventurers, both legal and illegal. The militia 

battalion accordingly expanded its roster to 565 citizen-soldiers. This strength offered a 

greater reaction capability to the colonial defense, though it still suffered from the 

logistical and readiness challenges inherent to any amateur levy.
82

  

As tribal conflict continued and the Mexican Army refused to field a garrison on 

behalf of the settlers, Austin again proposed to escalate the colony’s deterrence with “a 

campaign against the Waco and Tehuacano villages” to the north. After sending 

intelligence agents to the target villages in the disguise of traders, the empresario made 

plans “for a simultaneous attack on the three Tahuacano villages, that of the Wacoes on 

the Brazos and that of the Tahuiases on Red River.”
83

 He then exhorted the militiamen, 

“your decisive conduct on this first expedition will so harass our enemies that they will 

seek safety by humbling themselves and sue for peace…if we strike a decisive blow our 

future peace and security will probably be the result.”
84
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The population-centric nature of Austin’s mission statement indicated his 

intention to destroy the Indian support zones within striking distance of the colony; it 

revealed that the settlers would no longer tolerate regional security threats. This policy of 

preemption represented a continuation of the 1824 campaign against the Karankawa. It 

also foreshadowed a century of destructive Anglo-Texan warfare against Native domestic 

centers.  

Austin proceeded to launch the northern offensive under the command of veteran 

militia captain Aylett Buckner. He authorized this campaign while tactfully ignoring the 

orders of the Spanish governor to desist temporarily until they could plan coordinated 

maneuvers. Despite the successful deployment of over 185 men over 60 miles north of 

San Felipe, the colonists found the target villages deserted. The younger Kuykendall 

noted, “The Waco village was on the west side of the river a little further up. We could 

not reach it, as the river much swollen, but ascertained that it too was uninhabited.” He 

also recorded that “appearances indicated that the Tawacanie village had been vacated 

about two weeks.”
85

  

This campaign served as an incremental step towards the eventual adoption of 

large-scale mounted, expeditionary warfare. The necessary distances traveled, combined 

with references to an accidental panic amongst the horses during a mistaken firearm 

discharge, reveal that the force had to have been mounted. Though Austin utilized agents 

to locate the target villages and horses to enhance his operational reach, the colonial 

maneuver ultimately failed to exploit the information with a timely march. This inability 
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to integrate intelligence collection with rapid maneuvers plagued early colonial 

operations.
86

  

In the summer of 1826, in addition to the expeditions against the Waco, the 

empresario proposed the use of a new ranging force to protect the settlement periphery. 

Similar to the 1823 ranger concept, this element served as a proactive measure to counter 

Amerindian guerrillas. It represented the colony’s second employment of independent 

patrolling forces for dedicated reconnaissance and interdiction.  

On August 28 Austin dutifully reported the colony’s organizational actions for 

collective defense to his Mexican superior in Bexar, Antonio Saucedo.
87

 The following 

letter, from Austin to Saucedo, illustrated the colonists’ understanding of the value of 

screening and reconnaissance activities in the unconventional environment. The 

empresario first ordered collective participation in the fielding of the new force to ensure 

proper contribution to collective defense: 

The Commanding Officer of the Jurisdiction, having a due regard to the 

respective Strength of the various parties, and in conformity to the inventory of 

lands belonging to each person, shall assess the number of militia that each 

district shall supply every month.
88

 

 

Austin then described an innovative plan that emulated the ranger tradition inherited from 

the United States, and departed from the previous San Felipe militia structure that relied 

upon an inactive, reactive levy: 
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The object of the plan is to keep twenty or thirty mounted men continually on the 

frontier as spies; as well for the preventing of small parties of Indians, as to give 

timely notice should they come in force to make a formal attack. The intention of 

the several articles is, to compel everyone to contribute his share in the common 

defense in proportion to the interest he has in the Country.”
89

 

 

Though records again did not indicate the effectiveness or duration of this more 

permanent concept, the colonial leader’s intention to have “one section to be sent to the 

frontier every month to do duty as spies, or frontier guard,” demonstrated continued 

tactical adaptation.
90

 The reference to deploying “twenty or thirty mounted men 

continually on the frontier as spies” proved the colonists’ appreciation of proactive 

intelligence collection. The secondary task of “preventing of small parties of Indians” 

illustrated their appreciation of the suitability of irregular cavalry for counterguerrilla 

operations.  

Another letter from Austin to Saucedo the same month, on behalf of the 

Nacogdoches settlement, reflected the same response to Native conflict in eastern Texas. 

Burrel Thompson’s request “for authority to raise a company of mounted volunteers to 

assist in defending this frontier…to fight our Indian enemies,” indicated a common 

acceptance of the mobile nature of frontier combat.
91

 These proposals reflected the first 

instance when colonial leaders specifically ordered militia forces to patrol both mounted 

and independent.  
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The ranger proposal for summer of 1826 marked the stage in which the Texan-

Americans began to emulate the previous cavalry adaptation of their Spanish and 

Mexican predecessors. Throughout the 18th century the imperial forces of Spain had 

suffered from an inferiority of cavalry expertise against the Apache and Comanche.
92

 In 

1713, as the presidio garrisons proved inadequate against Apache warbands, Viceroy 

Duque de Linares beseeched civilian communities in northern New Spain to form 

specialized mounted companies to assist with frontier security.  

Known as the Companias Volantes, or Flying Companies, these amateur cavalry 

attained a frontier expertise unknown to the Spanish professional corps. When the 

informal Flying Company program proved successful, the Regulations of Presidios of 

1772 formalized the system. These orders officially sanctioned mounted companies in 

each province to support the overmatched presidios. Called “Light Troops” by Spanish 

officials, in contrast with the heavily armed and armored Mexican Cavalry, the Flying 

Companies were designed to serve as a more flexible, secondary line of defense in 

addition to the static royal army outposts.
93

  

By the early 19
th

 century Spanish Tejas suffered from severe population reduction 

and economic destruction due to decades of political instability and Amerindian raiding. 

The towns of San Antonio, La Bahia, and Nacogdoches barely survived as forlorn 

outposts on the forward line, making the use of irregular cavalry even more critical in 
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national defense. In 1817 the Tejas provincial governor, Antonio Martinez, referred to his 

local militia as “the most highly skilled men of this locality,” when seeking to augment 

his professional forces with a civilian levy. These hardened frontier civilians, especially 

the ranching vaqueros, possessed the most expertise in the conduct of horsemanship, land 

navigation, and frontier combat. In contrast, the governor complained that professional 

presidio garrisons were “inadequate to punish the enemy.”
94

  

Upon transition to Mexican rule in 1824, the parsimonious government ordered 

the Companias Volantes to assume all offensive interdiction and patrolling in order to 

allow the presidios to focus on defensive local security.
95

 Jean Berlandier confirmed the 

continued inadequacy of the regular army, attesting that, “their horses are usually 

overloaded, ill-kept, and underfed, they rarely manage to catch their quarry, since the 

natives are usually better mounted.”
96

 Dewees observed in 1826 from the colonists 

perspective that, “on the frontier where standing armies are located,” the Mexican 

garrison’s “movements were slow, that they never succeed well in war, particularly with 

the Indians.”
97
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By the year 1830, Berlandier noted Mexico’s total reliance on mounted forces to 

secure Tejas. He wrote that, “The troops whose special assignment is to make war on the 

nomadic natives and defend the garrisons along the northern frontier of the Mexican 

Republic are all cavalry… it involves little more than pursuing the natives when 

hostilities break out somewhere.”
98

 The limited security provided by the presidio and 

cavalry companies at Bexar and La Bahia did not extend into the Anglo settlements, 

thereby necessitating an independent colonial militia system. 

The Spanish mounted militia tradition reached its height with the effectiveness of 

the Second Flying Company of San Carlos de Parras, a professionalized irregular cavalry 

unit that patrolled out of the Alamo at Bexar. This force provided improved offensive 

capacity to the San Antonio garrison from 1803 until the Texas Revolution in 1835.
99

  

During the era of the Texas Republic, Bexar leader Juan Seguin would inherit and 

continue the Spanish tradition. He led highly effective Tejano cavalry during and after the 

Texas Revolution. Texian soldier James Horn wrote after the conflict that Seguin “had 

done signal service at the Battle of San Jacinto with a company of rancheros in behalf of 

Texas and kept on doing good services in watching the retreating foe and reporting their 

maneuvers to headquarters.”
100

 These semi-professional cavalrymen foreshadowed the 
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multi-ethnic Texas Ranger units that would later patrol across South Texas with great 

lethality under John Coffee Hays throughout the 1840s.
101

  

 

The Anglo-Texan emulation of Spanish volunteer cavalry continued in January 

1827 when Austin again deployed mounted rangers for counterguerrilla purposes. This 

operation developed as a secondary effect of the ill-fated Fredonian Rebellion, in which 

Anglo settlers in East Texas attempted to detach that region from Mexican rule. Despite 

shared ethnic origin with the rebels, the citizenry of San Felipe declared a “Resolution of 

Loyalty” on January 6, proclaiming that they were “satisfied with the Government of 

their adoption.” Austin soon led his militia east under the Mexican banner, in accordance 

with his sworn duty, to quell the attempted revolution.
102

  

Simultaneous to the militia expedition, the empresario sent an economy of force 

patrol consisting of mounted rangers to protect the colony’s northern border, although 

little information is known about the operation. Gibson Kuykendall, nephew of the 

district commander, described the assignment:  

So large a proportion of the men of the colony were sent on the service that 

Austin deemed it prudent to order my father with eight men to range the country 

between the Colorado and Brazos along the San Antonio road to detect any inroad 

of the Wacoes or other northern tribes.
103
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Kuykendall’s mission to counter the Waco confirmed several shifts in the 

colony’s security posture by 1827. First, it documented a second instance when Austin 

employed mounted rangers to patrol forward of the settlement defenses. Mounted 

operations were presumably attaining a higher importance in the colony’s actions and 

Austin recognized the value of proactive, forward deterrence and interdiction. Second, it 

confirmed that the Karankawa no longer provided the primary existential threat to the 

colony’s existence. The military focus had definitively shifted north, indicating the 

Anglos’ successful attrition of the Karankawa and intimidation of the Tonkawa.
104

   

The American colonists did not just deter Amerindian raids solely with military 

action during the early years, but they also negotiated with the tribes. The settlers pursued 

peace treaties with the Karankawa, Tawakoni, Waco and Comanche Tribes throughout 

the year 1827. Mexican officials also assisted with diplomatic intervention, perhaps their 

greatest contribution to the colony’s security.
105

 This combination of aggression and 

conciliation resulted in a reduction of Anglo-Indian conflict throughout most of 1827 and 

1828. It provided a respite from constant warfare and an opportunity for the weary 

settlers to build settlement infrastructure and commerce, while simultaneously training 

and organizing the militia. 

Despite the attempts at peace, frontier violence erupted again in July 1829. Waco 

and Tawakoni warriors seized and occupied the homestead at Bastrop, one of the 
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northwestern most settlements on the Colorado River. Wilbarger relayed that the owner 

of the farm, Thomas Thompson, “went below for assistance, and raising a party of ten, he 

returned.” The colonists arrived “just before daylight, when a battle ensued.” The party 

killed four Natives while the rest fled the into the woods.
106

 

Austin immediately raised the colony militia with intent to punish the unspecified 

tribe, lest they strike again in another equally vulnerable location. Wilbarger recalled that 

the colonel “raised two companies of volunteers, of fifty men each…the whole force 

being placed under the command of Colonel Abner Kuykendall.” The citizenry of 

Gonzales, who had also been receiving “depredations and murders by the Indians,” 

dispatched a third company.
107

  

Kuykendall soon learned that a party of Waco and Tawakoni were camped at the 

mouth of the San Saba River. The San Felipe and Gonzales columns “marched for that 

point.” By the time the colonists arrived at the camp, Native scouts had forewarned the 

tribes of the army’s approach. The chronicler reported that when “the Texans charged the 

camp of the enemy the found it deserted. They only killed one Indian.” A militia 

detachment then “pursued the Indians some distance and took from them many of their 

horses,” offering a small consolation for the failed offensive.
108

 While the Anglo-Texans 

had made improvement in the conduct of mounted operations, they had yet to achieve 

mastery of cavalry-centric, expeditionary warfare. 
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Chapter II: 

Colonial Texas: Transition to Mounted Warfare, 1829-1835 

 

The second stage of Anglo-Colonial settlement in Mexican Tejas, spanning from 

1829 to 1835, encompassed the colonists’ transition to reliance upon frontier cavalry for 

territorial defense and aggrandizement. This period reflected a strategic shift from the 

reactionary nature of the previous years to the offensive methods required for 

expeditionary warfare. Numerous skirmishes against the aggressive Karankawa had 

trained the settlers in close combat techniques that emphasized coordinated rifle fire and 

hand-to-hand skills. Recent conflict with the prairie cavalry of the Waco Tribe had 

compelled familiarity with mounted operations farther away from San Felipe.  

The militant colonists, now embracing armed horsemanship reminiscent of 

American mounted militias west of the Appalachian Mountains, stood poised to 

challenge their Native foes and Mexican allies in the contest of mobility. They had 

learned well in the academy of frontier warfare that defined Spanish Tejas, and embraced 

the unforgiving realities of guerrilla warfare. More ominously, the militias also emerged 

from the first phase of settlement ready to adopt more audacious maneuvers against the 

larger Native American settlements which projected the unpredictable raids. This shift in 

strategy, from deterrence to destruction, would signal the eventual demise of Amerindian 

power in Texas, and herald the rise of a new warrior: the Texas Ranger. 
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In August 1829 Austin began to implement his offensive strategy. Now firmly 

disinclined to endure further raids, he directed Abner Kuykendall to lead another task 

force north in retaliation against Waco horse thieves. In his orders, he noted not only the 

importance of tracking the Indian party, but additionally coordinated the convergence of 

several militia companies under Kuykendall’s command. The following statement offered 

clear instructions to the developing ranger forces:  

Pursue and kill said robbers, be they Indian or Whites, and to recover stolen 

 property…punish the robbers and afford security to our exposed and scattered 

 settlements, by making a severe and striking example which will have the effect 

 to prevent the repetition of similar outrages.
1
  

 

Austin’s directive reflected an increase in his strategic confidence. In strategic 

terms, the colony now operated from a position of strength against the eastern and central 

tribes. He clearly intended to orchestrate psychological influence to intimidate the Native 

population. It was an effort to shape the tactical environment through a combination of 

lethal and non-lethal means. The directive to make a “severe and striking example” to 

deter “similar outrages,” further illustrated the accepted brutality of frontier warfare. 

Finally, the order to neutralize “Indian or White” offenders revealed the presence of 

Euro-American bandits in the area, doubtless contributing to the rise in frontier conflict 

and the militant posture of the colony.  

In accordance with Austin’s instructions, Kuykendall led a mounted militia 

company nine miles north of San Felipe, where he located an force of “forty or fifty” 

Waco and Tawakana. The Natives had occupied an abandoned cabin on the Colorado 
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River, but fled at the approach of the militia. Kuykendall described his pursuit and 

engagement: “Spurring our horses to their best speed, we intercepted them a short 

distance below the thicket. As we dismounted, each man dropped the coil of his tethering 

rope from the pommel of his saddle and charged the Indians on foot.”
2
  The tactics in this 

manner of assault were then typical of contemporary United States Dragoons actions and 

emphasized the Anglo-Texans’ preferred method of dismounted combat.  

The overawed Indians immediately fled the field, leaving six killed. Despite the 

militias’ initial success, they failed to capitalize with further pursuit. Kuykendall 

explained that company was “reduced to but nine mounted men, two of whose horses 

were already broken down, we were constrained to forgo the pursuit of the thieves.”
3
 This 

deficiency of horse stock, in both quality and quantity, slowed the colonial transition to 

habitual mounted operations during the colonial period.
4
 

In September Austin again ordered Kuykendall to lead a task force against the 

tribes near the San Saba River in central Texas. Like before, Austin coordinated the 

convergence of several militia columns, including volunteers from San Felipe, DeWitt, 

and Gonzales. Though the tribe remained unspecified, it was probably the Waco due to 

the northwest direction of the maneuver. The battalion soon assembled on the banks of 

the lower Colorado River and proceeded to ride north. Once in the San Saba area, 

northwest of San Felipe, the expedition sent scouts to locate the enemy camp. The 
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reconnaissance patrol then identified the unsuspecting tribe near the juncture of the 

Colorado and San Saba Rivers.
5
  

That night Kuykendall repositioned the battalion with the intent to cordon the 

village at dawn. He hoped to isolate the camp and then attack it from multiple sides with 

shock effect; it was a plan designed for total destruction. In accordance with this strategy, 

the militia rode north “over the prairie, studded with low hills” and paused in a “cedar-

brake” to plan the final approach. Kuykendall next dispatched a small scout team to 

conduct the final reconnaissance of the objective. Unfortunately for the colonists, a party 

of mounted Natives surprised the element in an accidental meeting engagement. 

Realizing that the warriors had compromised his covert posture, Kuykendall ordered the 

“whole command” forward to reinforce the scouts.
6
  

The colonial militia rapidly pursued the Amerindian patrol, which inadvertently 

led the aggressors to the village. Upon arriving at the camp, the colonists immediately 

attacked the vulnerable tribe. The resulting assault crushed any hope of organized 

defense, engendering a scene of chaos and confusion. The surprised Native Americans 

fled, leaving behind stolen domestic items and a small herd of horses. Despite the hurried 

success of the attack, the untrained settlers killed only one Indian in the confusion. 

According to Kuykendall, “Detachments were sent in pursuit but the Indians had escaped 
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to their mountain fastness, only a few women and children were overtaken, who were of 

course unmolested.”
7
  

This mission stood as one of the first truly successful long-range mounted 

expeditions by Anglo-Texans during the colonial period. A comment from Kuykendall 

proved informative in his description of the approach march: “Hour after hour the long 

double files of horsemen followed the guide.”
8
 The presence of large columns of 

horsemen in the maneuver rectified a lesson learned from the previous attack when 

mounted warriors had escaped, making the victory less than complete.  

In addition to the main attack on the camp, the Gonzales militia simultaneously 

interdicted two warbands adjacent to the main battle area. Kuykendall noted their reunion 

with the main force after the battle when, “a company of thirty men from Gonzales rode 

into camp.”
9
 This multi-element maneuver concluded the colonies’ most complex 

operation to date, despite the negligible casualties inflicted by the attackers. Converging 

columns of mounted companies had successfully sanitized a large target area containing 

several elusive guerilla parties. 

This type of expedition, where Anglo-Texan mounted corps struck Native 

domestic camps with indiscriminate force, emulated a long and dark history of ethnic 

warfare conducted by frontiersmen against Amerindians in United States territories. The 

campaigns of the Tennessee volunteer corps in the War of 1812, and the subsequent 
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Creek War, established precedent for the immigrant Texan settlers. John Coffee, a 

general in the Tennessee militia, led such a militia offensive against Native opponents in 

1813. Coffee described how his “cavalry” and “mounted riflemen” enveloped the Native 

village at Tallushatchee, Alabama. He then explained in detail how they lured the 

warriors out of their houses with a decoy after the cordon was set, and how the two wings 

of his hidden force then successively charged.  

The general’s summary of the subsequent action demonstrated the scope of 

human destruction in frontier warfare: 

The enemy retreated firing until they got around and in their buildings, where they 

made all the resistance that an overpowered soldier could do. They fought as long 

as one existed; but their destruction was very soon completed. Our men rushed up 

to the doors of the houses, and in a few minutes killed the last warrior of them. 

The enemy fought with savage fury, and met death, with all its horrors, without 

shrinking or complaining; not one asked to be spared, but fought as long as they 

could sit or stand.  

 

Coffee then explained the tragic civilian loss of life that often resulted from guerrilla 

raiding amongst population centers: 

In consequence of their flying to their houses and mixing with the families, our 

men, in killing the males, without intention killed and wounded a few of the 

squaws and children, which was regretted by every officer and soldier of the 

detachment, but which could not be avoided.
10

 

 

This account mirrored many later Texan expeditions that conducted similar strikes 

against Amerindian domestic camps in Central and West Texas. It indicated a similar 

learning progression as American and Texan frontier forces adopted indigenous tactics to 

stealthily approach, isolate and surround, and destroy enemy population centers. Though 
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usually considered unethical by 19
th

 century rules of organized warfare, the destruction of 

Native support zones permanently eliminated the possibility of future threats.  

Manuel de Mier Y Teran, a Mexican general who assessed the state of Tejas 

affairs in 1828 and 1829, provided an external evaluation of the war of attrition that the 

Anglo-Texan militia waged against several of the smaller tribes of southeastern Texas. 

Upon observing the actions of the San Felipe settlers against the Karankawa Tribe in 

1828, he attested: 

Since the North Americans understand war with the savages better than do our 

Mexicans, they dealt (the Indians) swift punishment, striking back ten times for 

every blow they received. If (the Indians) killed a settler, a large party of settlers 

would set out to hunt down and kill ten of the tribe, of any age or sex. By such 

behavior they have reduced the tribe of the Tarancahuases such that no one speaks 

of it, because it seems to have been exterminated.
11

  

 

This manner of warfare against the populations of Texas, especially between 

Euro-American and Native, attained its culmination during the Wars of the Texas 

Republic. The Telegraph and Texas Register, the primary newspaper of colonial and 

republican Texas with nationalistic leanings, summarized the Anglo-Texans’ rationale 

and methodology as they collided with the Comanche in 1842. The paper first explained 

the futility of matching Native cavalry with unprepared interdiction: 

These small parties (of Indians) are so well prepared for flight, that it would be 

about as useless to pursue them as it would be to pursue the wild birds in their 

flight to the north. So little good had, heretofore, has resulted from expeditions of 

these kinds that we have long since become convinced that some more effectual 

method must be adopted to check the incursions of the savages… 
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They then advocated a solution to the problem, that “by making expeditions directly to 

the Indian villages and destroying them, and driving the Indian families to a distance, 

more would be effected towards affording protection to the frontier than by any other 

means.”
12

 This perspective clearly identified non-combatants as targets and population 

attrition as a legitimate means of victory. Both Spanish and Anglo pioneers viewed the 

population base of irreconcilable tribes such as the Karankawa, and eventually the 

Comanche, as a vital component of the enemy capacity to make war, and eliminated 

those societies accordingly. 

 

The use of indigenous agents to provide cultural and geographical knowledge in 

offensive warfare reflected another vital guerrilla principal increasingly employed by the 

colonial militia in the 1820s and 1830s. Attacking forces often employed either Mexican 

or Indian guides to locate trial encampments, reflecting an understanding of the timeless 

military maxim asserting that intelligence drives maneuver. In Kuykendall’s 1829 

expeditions, the colonials were able to carefully select approach routes, mask movement 

through favorable terrain, and mass forces at the point of attack for the final surprise 

assault, all due to indigenous assistance. Kuykendall described one of his guides as a 

“Mexican who had once lived with the Wacos and Tawacanies.”
13

  Dewees, another 

participant in the operation, wrote that they, “obtained the services of two pilots, a 
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Mexican and an Indian, who know the route to the mount of the San Saba river, and also 

where the Indians were encamped.”
14

  

The practice of employing allied Amerindians against enemy tribes was 

commonly employed by Texans in subsequent years. In 1836 several Tonkawa warriors 

served as guides for an interdiction patrol under Bartholomew Manlove out of Bastrop, to 

assist with tracking Comanche raiding party who had stolen horses. In 1839 Tonkawa 

again guided John Moore, the noted militia leader, in the successful identification and 

destruction of a Comanche warband along the upper Colorado River.  

These instances offered examples of Anglo-Americans in Texas maximizing 

indigenous knowledge of terrain and Native culture for tactical advantage. In the case of 

the Tonkawa and Comanche, it also demonstrated an adept exploitation of the preexisting 

tribal feud between the two peoples.
15

 Later in 1837, the Texas Congress institutionalized 

the concept of employing indigenous agents to dominate the intelligence dimension by 

legislatively directing ranger divisions to habitually align with Native American 

auxiliaries.
16

 

In September 1829, as Kuykendall was conducting his expeditionary raids, the 

colony had sufficiently grown sufficiently to organize two militia battalions and one 

mounted company. As reported by the Texas Gazette, Mexican military regulation 

required the colony to produce militia companies of both infantry and cavalry to “sustain 
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the independence of the nation.” To that effect, the national government ordered that, “in 

the department of Texas, this force will be augmented as the Empresarios introduce 

settlers under their contracts.” This directive revealed a pragmatic appreciation of the 

colonies’ growing power, and a corresponding attempt to harness it under national 

authority.
17

  

The new regulations also stipulated the terms of citizen activation. They declared 

that the militiamen would be called into service by the authority of the President of 

Mexico and operate under the authority of the provincial governor, similar to the 1827 

colonial augmentation of the Mexican Army against the Nacogdoches rebels. This 

directive essentially linked the colonial defenses to the larger Mexican national security 

command structure.
18

 It also continued the original Spanish strategy of utilizing the 

Anglo colonies as a buffer-zone against northern Amerindian depredations. 

Anglo-Indian conflict exploded in 1830 when, according to settler John Jenkins, a 

party of over seventy Karankawa and other Natives, including a mix of men, women, and 

children, “massacred the entire household” of the Cavina homestead near San Felipe.
19

 

The raiders killed the wife and three daughters of a settler named Charles Cavina, who 

was not present. A fourth daughter was left for dead but survived. They also killed the 

visiting wife of Cavina’s friend, Elisha Flowers. The attack provided a reminder to the 
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colonists that Amerindian warriors could reciprocally strike at the settlers’ undefended 

and unprepared domestic centers.  

Wilbarger recorded the militia response that followed: “Mr. Cavina raised a 

company of sixty men and pursued the savages. They were under the command of 

Captain Buckner, who had seen much service on the frontier.” The enraged colonists then 

tracked the raiding party to a site where “they had taken their position on the bank of 

Colorado River.”
20

  

As the militia column approached, Buckner dispatched Moses Morrison, the 

leader of the first combat outpost in 1823, to “reconnoiter their position.” Wilbarger 

recorded that the veteran soldier “crawled up to a bank overlooking a small plateau below 

where the Indians had stationed themselves, but the ledge crumbled and he fell amongst 

the startled warriors.” Morrison crashed into the midst of the raiders, yet survived long 

enough for militia to arrive. Buckner and his men immediately “made a charge upon 

them” and scattered the Native warband. The enraged colonists massacred forty to fifty 

Natives, including many women and children who had accompanied the warriors. 

According to one militiaman present, “the riverbanks literally ran red with blood.”
21

  

Given the rapid nature of this particular mobilization against an unexpected 

attack, Buckner’s retaliation represented continued and marked improvement the 

colonial’s combat preparedness. It reflected a significant increase in readiness from the 

futile attempts in 1824 and 1826, when the militia habitually failed to interdict guerrilla 
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attackers or track them to their source camp. The killing of so many camp followers was 

also significant, indicating a growing brutality in the attitude of the Anglos towards the 

indigenous peoples. 

The rapidity and success of Buckner’s interdiction set precedence for decades of 

future reactions by Texan frontiersmen to Amerindian raiding. Jane Cazneau, a settler 

who immigrated in the 1850s, recalled the methods that allowed rapid mobilization of ad 

hoc militias during the colonial and early republican periods: 

The old Texan style of border defense was exceeding simple and effectual. They 

gathered at the first notice of danger-for every colonists had something dear to 

protect, and no means of protection except what lay in his own stout arm and sure 

rifle-and they all went on the trail of the savage with the single and direct intent to 

exterminate him wherever found.
22

 

 

She also described the qualities required in frontiersmen to properly interdict the fleet 

Amerindians, with a critique of regular army responses then planned in the federal capital 

of the United States: “It requires an alert, light-armed, experienced woodsman, like 

themselves, to pursue them with any success.”
23

 

 

Intermittent Anglo-Indian conflict marked the years 1830 to early 1835 as 

colonial immigration continued and the colonies expanded. Though sporadic violence 

occurred, mostly along the periphery, the threat never attained the raid and counter-raid 
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intensity of the years 1823, 1824, 1826 and 1829.
24

 By the early 1830s the colonials had 

significantly depopulated, subdued, or removed the predatory tribes of east and central 

Texas, notably the Karankawa and the Waco. Equally important, they had also enforced 

treaties with other tribes from a strengthened position.  

Yet there were still horrific attacks, such as the Madden Massacre in 1832, when a 

Caddo raiding party assaulted the Madden homestead on the Trinity River. The raiders 

killed seven women and children and burned the settlement.
25

 Wilbarger reported another 

incident in 1833 when his brother, Josiah Wilbarger, and a party “rode out in a northwest 

direction to look at the country” east of the future site of Austin. They were unexpectedly 

ambushed by a mounted group of sixty unspecified Indians, though the warriors were 

probably Comanche. The raiders killed two settlers while another two escaped. When the 

warrios came upon Wilbarger, who was two wounded to walk, they “stripped him naked 

and tore the scalp from his head,” and left him for dead. The settler amazingly survived 

the experience and eventually found sanctuary at a nearby homestead.
26

 

These massacres, especially of defenseless women and children, produced 

collective, and often exaggerated, fear of widespread Amerindian aggression against the 

settlers. Instances such as the raid against the Cavina homestead, where the men were 

away from the homestead during the attack, created untenable scenarios. The male 

colonists feared to leave home to hunt, farm, ranch, or travel, while imagining the 
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slaughter of their own families. This fear, though partisan in nature when compared to 

similar Anglo actions against Native American domestic camps, created the impetus for 

preemptive strikes to eliminate the possibility of the indigenous threat. 

Anglo-Indian conflict intensified in the year 1835, initiating a new theater of war 

to the west of San Felipe. In April of that year more than eighty Comanche ambushed and 

slaughtered a French merchant party near Gonzales in South Texas. A nearby settler, 

John Castleman, observed the attack and quickly raised the Gonzales militia to interdict 

the warband. Captain Bartlett D. McClure and the force tracked and pursued the warriors 

on horseback for three days, finally catching them by surprise at the Rio Blanco, west of 

Bastrop. The colonists then defeated the Comanche while they were attempting to 

retreat.
27

 The extended duration and distance of this pursuit indicated increased 

familiarity with the regional terrain and tracking methods amongst the colonial militia.  

Though representative of the colony’s improved capacity for rapid interdiction as 

mounted riflemen, this incident also proved ominous: it indicated that Comanche now 

targeted the western colonial settlements. Yet in the absence of a consolidated Comanche 

invasion, these raids did not place the colony in mortal collective danger. The increased 

density of the Anglo population in Texas ensured that guerilla strikes would not 

extinguish the colony program, as was possible during the initial years. The true 

reckoning between the Comanche and Texans would wait until 1840, when the 

converging civilizations clashed in an unprecedented level of Anglo-Indian warfare. 
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The San Felipe colony was not the only empresario program that found itself 

militarily tested during the 1820s. Aspiring contractors established additional colonies 

under the Mexican mandate, and soon engaged in territorial conflict against the same 

local tribes. Yet not all the programs were as successful as Austin’s program. The DeWitt 

Colony in Gonzales, adjacent to the southwest of Austin’s land tract, offered one such 

example. The Karankawa assaulted the nascent settlement repeatedly in 1826, with 

devastating results. The discouraged settlers abandoned the site until a second attempt at 

settlement in 1828.
28

  

Just as in the San Felipe Colony, the resurgent DeWitt settlers subsequently 

contributed to the final attrition of the Karankawa people. It is informative that 

Empresario Green DeWitt made the same tactical deductions as Austin after his 

engagements in 1829. He suggested a joint effort by San Felipe and Gonzales to field a 

“Company of Rangers” or “public troops” for common security. This proposal offered 

another indication that the same broader adaptation to guerilla warfare had developed 

amongst separate settlement clusters in southeastern Tejas. Nevertheless, an absence of 

suitable mounts retarded the plan, a common restriction on early cavalry mobilization 

amongst the various Anglo colonies.
29

  

In addition to the San Felipe and DeWitt Colonies, the Roberts Colony in Central 

Texas and the Edwards Colony in East Texas also employed mounted militia against 

local Amerindian threats. The resulting cumulative experience of the numerous legal and 
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illegal Anglo settlements throughout Colonial Texas created a large reservoir of frontier 

combat experience, while degrading the combatant populations of the tribes.
30

 Mexican 

priest Miguel Muldoon noted with alarm the militant inclination of the colonists in 1833: 

The colonists rush out at the slightest alarm from their field labors, woods, and 

workshops militarily armed in such numbers and as rapidly as did the armies of 

old of Deucalion and Pyrro, with the advantage that of the former are mounted on 

great, spirited steeds that seem like large-hooved draft horses…the rooms of the 

colonists do not feature saints, but their place is taken by rifles, sabers, and 

pistols…The Indians offend our towns but respect the Anglo Americans and dare 

not even tread their territory.
31

 

 

The padre also embellished, “Each colonist is a general in his house. All of his 

dependents, including the women, handle weapons with skill, and it would take an army 

to dislodge them.”
32

 Three years later, the failed Mexican reconquest of Tejas during the 

Texas Revolution proved that even “an army” could not accomplish that feat. Muldoon’s 

comments described a frontier society conditioned by continuous combat on the Tejas 

frontier. His views, as understood by an outside observer, emphasized the Texan 

inclination towards horses and firearms, perhaps contrasting United States blooded 

equine stock and advanced rifles with Spanish indigenous mustangs and edged-weapons.  

Conflict increased substantially in the spring of 1835 as the expanding Anglo 

settlements caused increased friction with Native American peoples. In response, 

Colonial-Texan mounted militia responses became fully expeditionary as the settlers’ 
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transition to irregular cavalry operations attained early maturity. In April of that year a 

large Comanche raid against the San Felipe periphery again served notice of the potential 

reality of warfare with the Plains Peoples.  

In July of 1835, a militia commander named Robert Coleman led a mounted 

company of 25 men out of a homestead called Fort Parker. Established 100 miles north of 

Bastrop, the settlement served as a forward operating base to deter attacks on the northern 

border of the colonies. Coleman designed the campaign “for the purpose of chastising 

those menaces to civilized man,” and replicated Austin’s original ranger strategy on a 

larger geographical scale. He accused the Amerindians of “wanton outrages…not only 

upon our frontier, but in the midst of our settlements.”
33

 The captain called his unit 

“Mounted Riflemen,” and prosecuted an unsuccessful campaign against the Tawakoni 

Indians, along with allied Caddos and Ionies near Tehuacana Springs.  

Coleman’s company located a Native camp and employed the now customary 

tactic of surrounding the Native camp under cover of darkness. Yet when they assaulted 

at dawn, the defenders repulsed the attack. Though the Texans killed an unknown number 

of enemy during their charge, Coleman suffered one dead, four wounded, and the larger 

Indian force compelled them to retreat. The captain summarized the engagement, with a 

decidedly favorable outlook, in his report: “We had a severe battle. One fourth of my 
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men killed & wounded. We took their encampment by a charge & and the battle 

ended.”
34

  

George Erath, a young ranger who participated in the early ranging campaigns 

and would influence Texas’s frontier policy until after the Civil War, provided a more 

realistic description of the failed assault and the events that followed. In his memoir he 

wrote that, “When a Colorado party under Captain Robert M. Coleman, about twenty-

five in number, was repulsed at the Tehaucana village east of the Brazos, there was a call 

for a general campaign.”
35

  

The northern settlements spontaneously formed a larger mounted battalion to 

complete the campaign. They mobilized a force consisting of four to five companies of 

rangers under the command of John Moore, the experienced militia officer. Edward 

Burleson, another future leader and organizer of Texan mounted arms, was also present. 

A native of North Carolina with prior militia experience in Tennessee, Burleson later 

proved instrumental in commanding infantry formations in the Texas Revolution and a 

battalion of Mounted Rifles in 1837. He also led the vaunted Frontier Battalion and a 

militia regiment during the 1840s, at the height of Lone Star militarism, before rising to 

the vice presidency of the Texas Republic. His expeditions against Comanche camps 

were amongst the most devastating, and set a deadly precedent for others to follow.
36
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In August the larger expedition rode north to stage out of Fort Parker, which 

would eventually suffer destruction by a Comanche raid. While the patrols managed to 

engage several insignificant Indian elements, the colonists failed to locate the Tawakoni 

main force and people. Erath noted the futility of such clumsy maneuvers, “Texas Indians 

never allowed themselves to be attacked by a hundred men together; they had evacuated 

the village, and we had nothing to do but occupy it.”
37

 Like the early evasions of 1826 

and 1829, the Natives yet retained the ability to frustrate Anglo offensives through 

superior intelligence, mobility, and topographical knowledge. 

Though the campaign proved futile, one action held tactical importance to the 

broader development of Texan mounted arms. It occurred when the ranging battalion 

located a supposed Amerindian camp, which was later revealed to be abandoned, and 

proceeded to prepare for a frontal attack. In a marked departure from previous tactics, 

Moore deployed the battalion in line formation and charged while mounted, instead of 

dismounting as infantry for the final assault. This maneuver demonstrated the Anglo-

Texans’ increased familiarity with combat on horseback, and reflected a shift towards 

more traditional cavalry functions.
38

  

Despite the remarkable attempt, Erath noted the difficulties of charging with 

untrained mounted volunteers. The ranger wrote of the event, “The officers were 

particular to keep us in line…I was riding a young horse which had been caught a colt 

from the mustangs, that was fiery. When the order came to charge, it darted forward 
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ahead of all the rest, and I found myself alone in the advance.”
39

 Not yet seasoned Texas 

Rangers, the settlers were nevertheless frontier cavalrymen in the making. Moore and his 

battalion essentially conducted a clearing operation along the colonial northwest border 

areas, with possible deterring effects, from July to September of 1835.
40

 

The Moore expedition revealed the broader state of development for the Texan 

mounted arms tradition on the eve of rebellion against Mexico.  The deployment of 

Coleman’s company and Moore’s battalion as expeditionary horsemen in 1835 

continued, and expanded, the raiding methodology pioneered by Kuykendall’s mounted 

offensives in 1829. They proved the ascendancy of mounted warfare as the prime method 

of military operations in Texas. There were no infantry involved due to the mobility 

requirements for maneuvering beyond the immediate settlement areas.  

These campaigns set the precedent for the Texan mounted expeditions later 

deployed during the Texas Revolution and the Wars of the Texas Republic. The 

terminology of “mounted riflemen” used by Coleman and Moore for the first time in 

Texas also reinforced the notion of an expanding tradition; it indicated intent to act as 

assault troops, as opposed to the traditional ranger designation that pertained to light 

reconnaissance and skirmishing. 

Many historians consider the expeditions of Coleman and Moore to be the first 

official Texas Ranger units to operate under sanctioned, legal authority. In December 
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1836, as war raged with Mexico, the revolutionary government passed retroactive 

legislation that recognized the 1835 expeditions. The act stated, “All officers and soldiers 

who have been actually engaged in the ranging service since July 1835, shall be included 

in this act, and shall receive pay for the time he is in service.”
41

 This legislation 

effectively nationalized the Texan mounted arms tradition as the primary instrument of 

state security. It established Moore’s campaign as the prototype and template for future 

Texas Ranger and Texan mounted militia operations. 

The culmination of the Anglo-Texan mounted militia campaigns under Coleman 

and Moore in 1835 emerged as a product of tactical adaptation in the southwestern 

guerrilla environment. By incorporating inherited United States military traditions, 

emulating the prior Spanish militia structures, and learning from Native American 

methods, the Anglo-American settlers successfully adjusted to a new frontier 

environment. From Nacogdoches to San Felipe, from Bastrop to Gonzales, the Anglo-

Indian march of conflicts created a reservoir of veteran citizens who had incorporated the 

brutal lessons of frontier warfare.  

This progression of reliance on cavalry mobility, as seen in Stephen Austin’s 

ranger policies and the mounted campaigns of 1829 and 1835, set the initial precedence 

for a century of Anglo-Texan expeditionary and preemptive strikes against Native 

American populations. Tactically, the specialized skills of the colonial militia had 

achieved parity with the eastern and central Amerindian threats. Strategically, they 

proved critical in deterrence against Native aggression while facilitating Anglo territorial 
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aggrandizement. Forged in the fire of frontier combat, the development of the colonial 

militia had prepared Texas for the challenge of independence that lay ahead. 

 

The Road to Revolution 

The Anglo-Texan transition to mounted militia operations and cavalry-centric 

warfare mirrored, and benefited from, the rapid expansion of Anglo-Colonial 

nationalism. By the year 1830 the population of Texas consisted of 11,000 Anglo-

Americans, 5,000 Hispanic-Texans, and 3,000 slaves, creating an untenable political 

imbalance between the colonies and the Mexican government. Tension over sovereignty 

had begun 1827 during the Fredonian Rebellion, foreshadowing future debates over 

Texan succession. The Mexican Edict of 1830, which restricted provincial autonomy and 

American immigration, resulted in increased Anglo-Mexican friction.
42

 This interference 

led to the “Anahuac War” of 1832, a dispute over Mexican civil authority and arrest 

procedures. Enforcement of unrepresentative taxation, ever an anathema to Anglo-

Americans, further exacerbated tensions and ignited political conventions by the 

colonists.  

On the eve of rebellion in 1835 the Anglo-Texan population had increased to over 

30,000 settlers, with the populations of the urban centers at San Felipe, San Augustine 

and Nacogdoches surpassing that of San Antonio, the provincial capital.
43

 The Anglo 
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colonists in Texas now far outnumbered both the Mexicans and Amerindians. The 

various colonies’ rising population density facilitated a burgeoning collective confidence 

in the colony.  

The inability of the Mexican Army to protect the Anglo-Americans from Native 

attacks, and the corresponding requirement for the frequent mobilization of colonial 

militias, further enhanced the deterioration of the once symbiotic relationship between the 

two states and cultures. Texan militiaman Noah Smithwick later described the unifying 

experience of constant frontier conflict: 

Our common danger was a strong tie to bind us together. No matter what our 

 personal feelings were, when, in response to the sound of galloping hoofs, in the 

 middle of the night, which we well knew heralded a tale of blood, we started from 

 our beds and were at the door in anticipation of the “hello” which prefaced the 

 harrowing story of a slain neighbor and his family sharing his fate, or worse still, 

 carried away into horrible captivity.
44

 

 

These harrowing experiences, endured without Mexican assistance of any kind, served to 

unite the colonists against common foes. 

 Tensions between colony and nation peaked in the year 1835, when Santa Anna 

centralized national power in Mexico City with the Seven Laws and limited the 

federalism and autonomy previously enjoyed by the Anglo-Texan colonists. Sustained 

violence finally exploded in October 1835 when the Mexican Army attempted to retrieve 

a cannon loaned to settlers in Gonzales for defense against Natives. The opposing forces 

clashed and the rebel militia decisively repulsed the Mexican garrison.
45

 This skirmish 
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ignited the Texas Revolution, forcing settlements and homesteads across Texas to choose 

unification as a nation of Texians or risk total destruction. The martial spirit of colonial 

independence, forged through the long years of Anglo-Indian conflict, now pivoted and 

collectively oriented against Mexico. 
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Chapter III: 

The Texas Revolution: Rangers in the North, 1835-1836  

 

The Texas Revolutionary years of 1835 and 1836 represented the third formative 

stage in the progression of Texan mounted arms. Two factors made this period of conflict 

distinctive in Lone Star military history: the nationalization of volunteer mounted service, 

and the strategic structuring of Texian armed forces to operate across a wider spectrum of 

conflict. In the case of the San Jacinto Campaign during the spring of 1836, it represented 

the simultaneous employment of frontier cavalry in massed conventional operations in 

the south and unconventional guerrilla warfare across the frontier. These diverse national 

functions, operating at the extremities of the span of military operations, unfolded within 

a comprehensive, integrated strategy.  

 The defense of revolutionary Texas required a two-tiered security structure to 

negotiate the dual threat environment. Leaders like acting Governor James Robinson 

recognized that Texian society faced dire peril across two military fronts. With dramatic 

flair he proclaimed that the new nation stood, “Surrounded on one side by hordes of 

merciless savages, brandishing the tomahawk and scalping knife, recently red with 

human gore; and on the other by the less merciful glittering spear and ruthless sword of 

the descendants of Cortes.”
1
 Settler Noah Smithwick agreed, worrying that while 

“Mexico had an organized army of several thousand… there were thousands of Indians 
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eagerly watching for an opportunity to swoop down on us and wipe us from the face of 

the earth.”
2
 

The rebel government subsequently chose, through the demands of strategic 

necessity, to meet the layered threats with tailored military instruments. In addition to the 

main Texian infantry regiments that comprised the core of the national army, the 

revolutionaries fielded mounted ranging corps to counter Native guerrillas across the 

frontier. They concurrently created a light cavalry battalion to oppose the Mexican Army 

in the south. While the rangers offered a method to conduct decentralized operations, the 

cavalrymen provided conventional support to the massed citizen levy.
3
  

The formation of dual revolutionary mounted corps, and other centralized security 

organizations both in the north and the south, required a marked political and societal 

transition from colonial autonomy to national unity. Stephen Austin, still the most 

influential settler, proclaimed the rise of Texian nationalism in October, 1835: “This 

Committee exhorts every citizen who is yet at home, to march as soon as possible to the 

assistance of his countrymen now in the field. The campaign is opened. Texas must be 

freed from military depots before it is closed.”
4
 Another civil leader, Branch Archer, 

declared the rebel cause, “War is upon us…let us take the field. We call upon you…in the 
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name of everything that is dear.” He then exhorted, “You will be fighting for your wives 

and children, your homes and friends, for your country, for your liberty.”
5
  

As the legions of Mexico marched north to subdue the revolutionary uprising, the 

consolidated people of Texas rapidly moved to embrace martial unity to defend home and 

country. With such intensity, Texian activist Moseley Baker enlisted militiamen at San 

Felipe with the oath, “The Texas flag shall wave triumphant, or we shall sleep in death.”
6
 

This cause demanded a full measure of commitment to meet the invaders in the field 

while protecting vulnerable families across the Indian Frontier. The consolidation of the 

old mounted militias into comprehensive, integrated corps combined the tactical 

experience of the thousands of colonial veterans from numerous Anglo-Indian conflicts. 

For Texas, national service in the trial of armed rebellion would become the foundation 

of an enduring mounted arms tradition. 

 

The War for Texan Independence commenced on October 2, 1835, when the 

Mexican Army attempted to force the Gonzales militia to return a single cannon 

originally loaned for defense against Native raids. Colonel Domingo de Ugartechea, the 

commander of the garrison at San Antonio, ordered his subordinate, Lieutenant Francisco 

de Castaneda, to recover the weapon. The alarmed commander intended to accomplish 
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two objectives with the action: remove a high-casualty producing device from the 

insubordinate colonists, while demonstrating Mexican federal authority.
7
  

On September 29 Castaneda led a squadron of over 200 cavalrymen to Gonzales 

to enforce the order. After several days of demonstration and inconclusive parley, the 

numerically inferior colonial militia, again under the leadership of the indispensable John 

Moore, engaged the Mexican force. The rebels carried a battle-standard with the words, 

“Come and Take It,” as a reference to Spartan bravado. It is believed that Moore 

designed the flag, which came to symbolize the burgeoning spirit of the rebellion. After 

negotiations failed, the Gonzales militia repulsed the Mexicans in a brief infantry 

skirmish. Castaneda immediately retreated back to San Antonio in disgrace.
8
  

Concurrent to the contest at Gonzales, General Martín Perfecto de Cos, brother-

in-law of Santa Anna, arrived at Goliad with 500 reinforcements. He then proceeded to 

take command of the garrison at San Antonio de Bexar. With commencement of kinetic 

action in the south, and the demonstration of Mexican resolve with a strengthened 

garrison, the military stage of the Texas Revolution had begun. In response to the 

confrontation in Gonzales and the subsequent call to arms by Austin, hundreds of 

volunteers mobilized towards the site of conflict. On the political front, fifty-five 
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representatives from thirteen municipalities gathered in San Felipe to plan for 

consolidated defense and national unity.
9
  

In October 1835, while most Texian infantry and mounted volunteers 

concentrated south to deploy against the Mexican garrison in San Antonio, the Permanent 

Council recognized the need for a coordinated frontier guard operation to secure the 

unprotected settlements. With so many men rushing to join Austin’s army, hundreds of 

families in vulnerable homesteads were left exposed to sudden attack. On November 1 

the council proposed the following historic legislation that nationalized the Texan 

mounted arms tradition: 

We have authorized the raising of twenty-five volunteer rangers, to range between 

the Colorado and Brazos, on the frontier settlements; twenty five between Brazos 

and Trinity Rivers, and thirty five east of the Trinity River; promising each 

volunteer one dollar and twenty-five cents per day.
10

  

 

After coordinating initial provisions for prosecuting the war, the revolutionaries 

dissolved the council and elected the replacement Consultation with more credible 

representative authority. The new governing body commenced planning on November 3 

to establish a provisional government and coordinate the unified military effort. The 

Texian Army in the south, composed of the combined colonial militias, achieved a series 

of victories during this time. They defeated the fortified Mexican outposts at Goliad on 

October 10, initiated the siege of San Antonio by mid-October, and won a preliminary 
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skirmish at the Battle of Concepcion on October 27. As they advanced on Bexar, on 

October 31, they seized the Mexican outpost at Lipantitlán.
11

 

The series of early achievements, albeit against small Mexican outposts and 

skirmishers, bolstered the spirits of the rebel army, Austin wrote to the Convention that 

the “brilliancy of the victory” at Concepcion over the Mexicans’ “overwhelming 

superiority,” spoke “for themselves in terms too expressive to require… any further 

eulogy.”
12

 Though accomplished inexpertly, these advances instilled a new martial 

confidence in the Texian Army.  

The citizen-levy of Texas, first under the command of Stephen Austin and then 

Edward Burleson, soon canalized the Mexican garrison into their defenses at San 

Antonio. While the new council gathered in San Felipe, Austin reported that the rebels 

had taken “such a position as it will enable it to harass the enemy as much as possible.” 

He and the Council then judged that any “attempt to take Bexar by storm at present” 

would have been “inexpedient.”
13

 This desire to prevent a general assault against fortified 

defenses reflected the rebel commands’ appreciation of their strengths and weaknesses. 

While the Texians excelled in skirmishing, they lacked the cannon and trained infantry to 

dislodge the Mexican garrison.  

Despite the fact that Bexar now held force of over 1,100 men, including superior 

cavalry and artillery, Cos declined to attack the Texians during their line of march from 
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Gonzales. Historians have speculated that the Mexican officers feared the famed accuracy 

of massed United States-produced rifles, as experienced during the Velasco conflict, and 

elected to utilize the defensive protection of the Bexar fortifications accordingly. Cos’s 

defensive posture in the fall of 1835 stood in marked contrast with General Jose de 

Urrea’s victory over Colonel James Fannin near Goliad the next year. While the former 

ceded initiative to the rebels, the latter employed combined arms maneuvers to gain it.
14

 

Ostensibly, Cos’s maneuver superiority with professional infantry, cavalry, and 

artillery, should have allowed him to utilize combined arms tactics against the 

undisciplined and untrained militia. A statement by Diez Noriega, Mexican official, noted 

in 1834 the unconventional methods associated with Texan-American rifles that may 

have influenced Cos’s defensive tactics. Noriega assessed of the rebels, “to make an 

attack they prefer the edge of the woods, because under those conditions the best troops 

of the line cannot compete with marksmen who fell there enemies from behind trees, as if 

shooting at targets.”
15

  

Thos Saul, a member of the Texian revolutionary committee, confirmed this 

proclivity for guerrilla marksmanship at the onset of the rebellion. He threatened to, “give 

the enemy a specimen of their skill in rifle shooting,” offering an agreement of the 

Mexicans’ perception of Texian strengths.
16

 Santa Anna’s comments also emphasized 
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“the effectiveness of their rifles,” when describing the main strength of the ranger forces 

that harassed his advance to the east from San Antonio the next year. He even attested 

that the guerrilla’s precision fire had a strategic impact, allowing the rebel army critically 

needed time to consolidate for the decisive engagement at San Jacinto.
17

  

On November 9 the Consultation formalized the earlier acts of the Permanent 

Council. Daniel Parker, serving as the Chairman of the Consultation, confirmed the 

previous authorization, purpose, and leadership for the Corps of Rangers. The following 

act extended patrol coverage in order to fully protect the breath of the colonies:   

On the subject of a line of Rangers from the Neches River to the Colorado, and 

beg leave to report the following resolution: Resolved, That we recognize the 

acts…That said line of rangers be extended from the Colorado River to the 

Cibollo, with a company of twenty rangers under the superintendence of G.W. 

Davis.
18

 

 

The chairman then coordinated to provide additional combat strength to Silas Parker’s 

company, indicating the priority of his sector in the strategy: 

From the information before your committee, they recommend that the acts of 

Silas M. Parker, in the organization of the company of rangers under his 

superintendence, before they reached the proper place of rendezvous, be 

recognized; and that the said S.M. Parker be authorized to add ten more men to 

the company, by and under the formal authority and rules.
19

  

 

The committee further established logistical provisions to facilitate tactical 

success. The act ordered each of the ranger superintendents, “to be authorized to draw 

upon John Lott, at Washington, with whom there is a considerable quantity of 
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ammunition deposited for ammunition sufficient to supply their several companies, or as 

public ammunition may be deposited”.
20

 This armament legislation proved important 

because it signified the seriousness of the ranger concept in the priorities of the council. It 

reflected the trend in military history that logistical priority and planning often marked 

the difference between ineffective and effective units.   

The authorization for the Superintendent Corps of Rangers served as a temporary 

measure with three-month enlistments while the government organized a more permanent 

security structure. The San Felipe newspaper, Telegraph and Texas Register, published 

the first ranger plan for popular consumption on October 26: “To secure the inhabitants 

on the frontiers, from the invasions of Hostile Indians, the General Council has made 

arrangements for raising three companies of Rangers.”
21

 This reference in public media 

demonstrated the now common understanding in Texas society of the guerrilla role of 

irregular cavalry forces in the frontier environment. The specific reference to “companies 

of Rangers” in connection with “Hostile Indians” indicated that popular media, and 

therefore the broader Texian public, understood the role, capabilities, and nature of these 

forces in raiding-centric warfare.   

As mass mobilization continued towards the south, the rangers deployed to 

protect the strategic rear of the developing Mexican front. Ranger Noah Smithwick 

recalled the dual threat predicament, “The Indians, taking advantage of the disturbed 

condition of the country, were committing depredations, and the army, numbering not 
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more than 500 or 600 men, rank and file, was preparing to invade Mexico.”
22

 This 

statement underscored the challenge facing the Texas government: as soldiers massed in 

the south to fight against Mexico, families and homesteads remained relatively 

unprotected across the Amerindian frontier. John Salmon Ford, who rose to prominence 

after the revolution as a Texas Ranger captain, recalled the potential danger of a massive. 

coordinated Native invasion: 

Had these Indians made war upon Texas families, as they passed to the Sabine 

River, to escape from the hostilities of Gen. Santa Anna’s army, the effects would 

have been terrific. Texas would have fallen. A scene of bloodshed, suffering and 

horror would have amazed the world.
23

 

 

In order to provide consistent coverage against such an event, the colonists, now 

calling themselves Texians, divided the frontier screen into four sectors. The patrol 

boundaries sensible aligned along the primary north to south rivers of southeastern Texas. 

Assignments and superintendent leadership from west to east included: George Davis’ 

company to the west of the Colorado River, Daniel Friar’s company from the Colorado to 

the Brazos River, Silas Parker’s company from the Brazos to the Trinity River, and 

Garrison Greenwood’s company from the Trinity to the Neches River.
24

  

These companies’ operations were designed to provide area security for the 

settlements along the northern periphery of the Anglo settlements. The experienced 
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frontiersmen well understood the value of using mobility to counter guerrilla raids. They 

also recognized the necessity of forward combat outposts for the purpose of projecting 

combat power. Parker’s company utilized Fort Sterling, later named Fort Parker, as a 

forward operating base for patrolling north of San Felipe. Coleman and Moore had 

maneuvered from the fort earlier that year. Despite its robust fortifications and prominent 

role in support of ranger operations in 1835, Comanche raiders destroyed the settlement 

shortly after the war.
25

  

Parker’s company activated first, and soon pursued a Native party that had had 

raided a remote settlement on the northern border. The superintendent reported this action 

to the council on November 2
nd

, noting that “a large majority of the company is now in 

the woods pursuant to my order. I took the responsibility to instruct the officer to pursue 

a fresh Indian trail that had been made by late depredators.”
26

 There is no record that the 

rangers successful located their prey.  

Greenwood’s company conducted a similar mission to that of Parker. His unit 

patrolled out of a forward operating base along the upper Trinity River, later called Fort 

Houston, for the protection of Robertson’s Colony. In March the superintendent 

complained of “the Indians who inhabit in great numbers this part of the country,” and 
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lamented that the Natives “all range through the woods and then steal horses.” The 

company is not known to have had any significant fighting during the revolution.
27

  

Friar’s company did not utilize a frontier outpost, but patrolled out of the 

settlement of Viesca, also north of San Felipe. These rangers participated in one of the 

few serious Anglo-Indian fights during the Texas Revolution, when, as ranger officer 

Ennes Hardin reported, “The Indians made the attack on us near San Gabriel.” They 

retreated from the engagement and suffered one horse killed, demonstrating the Native 

Americans’ ability to combine maneuver and surprise to defeat western technology. Friar 

and his men served until January. In the southwest Davis’s company never fully 

materialized due to the concentration of the Texian Army in his district, which essentially 

supplanted and negated his security mission.
28

  

As a mutually supportive measure, the governing council directed the Parker and 

Friar units to conduct bi-monthly meetings at the Waco village north of San Felipe. This 

command and control action demonstrated a basic coordination of subordinate units by 

the national headquarters, one of the key elements that distinguished the unified Texas 

government from the previous colonial alliances. Of all the four authorized 

superintendents, Friar served as the only supervisor that doubled as tactical leader for his 
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company. The others delegated patrol leadership to field officers, preferring to act as 

administrative managers.
29

   

Area security, in the form of combat patrols, surveillance, strong-point defense, 

civilian escort, and interdiction, comprised the primary tasks of the ranging units. The 

men of these companies continued to utilize muzzle-loading, single-shot weapons and 

retained the basic counterguerrilla tactics of the colonial militia. They executed combat 

tasks at the point of enemy contact mostly dismounted, again classifying them technically 

as irregular dragoons or mounted riflemen. These methods made them comparable to the 

Michigan Mounted Volunteers of the recent Black Hawk War and the contemporary 

frontier cavalry serving in the western United States.
30

  

Concentrated raiding by tribesmen, which could have devastated the struggling 

Texian nation, did not significantly stress the revolutionary security system throughout 

the San Jacinto Campaign and the spring of 1836. Yet this array of legal authorizations 

and deployments nevertheless proved immensely important in the history of both the 

Texas Ranger institution and the greater tradition of Texan mounted service. It 

represented marked progression from the event-based mounted militia fielding of John 

Moore’s mounted rifleman battalion in summer of 1835 to the first continuous, 
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organized, and synchronized national deployment of volunteer mounted forces by the 

consolidated government of Texas.  

The specificity of sectors, the legislative authorization of commissioned 

commanders, the coordination of maneuvers, and provisions for pay and logistics further 

differentiated this fielding from prior militia actions. By deploying the Superintendent 

Corps of Rangers and later phases of frontier volunteers in a common defense during a 

national security crisis, the revolutionary government nationalized mounted arms as the 

enduring defense of Texas society.
31

 Though Houston’s infantry regiments would garner 

the majority of the recognition for the rebels’ victory at San Jacinto, this nascent service 

in mounted arms would continue as the dominant expression of Lone Star militancy over 

the next century. 

The Texians next proceeded to organize a larger national security framework as 

the Superintendent Ranger System deployed and the national army, still relatively 

unorganized, invested San Antonio. On November 13 the Consultation authorized the 

creation of a more comprehensive system, consisting of regular army, national militia, 

and a larger corps of mounted rangers. This legislation clearly intended to emulate the 

westernized military institutions of the United States, with an added, and distinctly 

Texian emphasis, on an active frontier defense with national rangers.
32

 

The provisions for an active ranging corps, in addition to a Napoleonic system of 

combined arms regiments, indicated recognition of the need for a multi-functional 
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security structure. The council intended to deploy it in addition to the preexisting ranger 

companies assigned to the river sectors, as a longer duration assignment. In this regard 

the act stated, “There shall be a corps of rangers under the command of a major, to 

consist of one hundred and fifty men, to be divided into three or more detachments.” The 

legislation then folded the frontier force into the broader military establishment, noting 

that the corps would “compose a battalion under the commander-in-chief, when in the 

field.”
33

 On January 21, 1836, the Telegraph and Texas Register published the act to 

assist with recruitment.
34

  

Three weeks later the General Council, which had succeeded the Consultation as 

a provisional governing body until the full republican government could be elected, 

affirmed the ranger proposal. It again provided for a “Corps of Rangers,” retaining the 

now universally accepted ranger designation, which would soon become informally 

nationalized and popularized as the iconic Texas Rangers. The act stipulated that: 

The whole number of rangers be one hundred and sixty-eight, and consequently 

these divided into three companies of fifty-six men each, to be commanded by 

one captain, and one 1
st
 Lieutenant, and one 2

nd
 Lieutenant for each company; the 

whole numbering constituting a Battalion, under the command of a Major.
35

  

 

The council regulated the pay of the men and officers, and stipulated necessary 

equipment for mounted service. The legislation also defined the force compositions for a 
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regiment of artillery and one regiment of infantry, and provided limited naval 

provisions.
36

  

The council selected Robert Williamson, a lawyer from Georgia, to command the 

new ranger battalion. It chose militia veterans Isaac Burton, John Tumlinson, and 

William Arrington for subordinate company commands.
37

 Tumlinson in particular stood 

well prepared for this mission, given his years of combat experience on the colonial 

frontier in the San Felipe militia.  

Texian soldier John Jenkins summarized the simultaneous mobilization of the 

main army and frontier rangers to prosecute the two-front war, focusing on Burleson and 

Tumlinson as prominent militia officers who had emerged from the colonial era as 

popular leaders: 

While Burleson held a force at San Antonio, which was comprised mostly of our 

men, our frontier was thereby left almost defenseless. The Indians were growing 

more and more troublesome, and Captain John Tumlinson raised a minute 

company of the few men and boys left at home. These held themselves in 

readiness for protecting the homes and families of the soldiers who were doing 

valiant service against Mexico.
38

 

 

The mobilization of Williamson’s ranger battalion reflected the new political 

unity of Texas. The council leaders required consolidated control over a large, mobile 

element for employment in both frontier duty and main army support if needed. The new 

battalion improved on the prior decentralization of the superintendents’ Corps of 
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Rangers. Despite the conceptual nationalization of Williamson’s battalion, it never 

adequately replaced the Superintendent structure. While the Captain Tumlinson’s 

company managed to actively patrol in the central area of operations along the upper 

Colorado and Brazos Rivers, Captain Burton’s company guarded the southeast coast only 

after the Battle of San Jacinto. Arrington’s company never fully mobilized.
39

   

 Tumlinson’s company initially patrolled north of San Felipe, where it engaged in 

the most significant Anglo-Indian fight during the revolution. After locating a survivor 

from a Comanche raid against a northern homestead, they tracked, engaged, and defeated 

the small raiding party near Bastrop. One of Tumlinson’s younger rangers, Noah 

Smithwick, recorded how the Native warriors were “taken completely by surprise,” and 

then “broke for the shelter of a cedar brake, leaving everything except such weapons as 

they hastily snatched as they started.”
40

 He also provided a vivid description of the 

encounter that ensured while illustrating the chaotic nature of guerrilla combat: 

I was riding a fleet horse, which becoming excited, carried me right in among the 

fleeing savages, one of whom jumped behind a tree and fired on me with a 

musket, fortunately missing his aim…I fired on him and had the satisfaction of 

seeing him fall.
41

 

 

Smithwick next recounted how the fallen warrior almost killed his commander, 

demonstrating how captains and privates alike risked death in frontier combat, with 

engagements often devolving into hand-to-hand fighting: 
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The brave whom I shot, lay flat on the ground and loaded his gun, which he 

discharged at Captain Tumlinson, narrowly missing him and killing his horse; 

when Conrad Rohrer ran up and, snatching the gun from the Indian’s hands, dealt 

him a blow on the head with it, crushing his skull.
42

  

 

Tumlinson and his men continued to patrol the northern frontier until March of 1836, 

when the Texas central command ordered them to conduct screen operations against the 

northern column of Santa Anna’s invading army. This transition fulfilled the council’s 

intended operational flexibility for the ranger corps.  

Smithwick summarized this campaign shift from counterguerrilla focus to 

conventional reconnaissance: “We were assigned to duty on the headwaters of Brushy 

creek, some thirty miles northwest of the site of the present capital…we went on up to 

our appointed station, where we built the old Tumlinson blockhouse, making it our 

headquarters till the invasion of Santa Anna necessitated our recall.”
43

 The company then 

fragmented during the Great Runaway Scrape, in which all Texian forces and the civilian 

population retreated east before the Mexican advance.  Diverging sections of 

Tumlinson’s company assisted the evacuation of civilians, conducted reconnaissance for 

the main army, and rushed to fight at San Jacinto in the decisive engagement of the war.
44

  

Captain Burton’s ranger company patrolled in southeastern Texas throughout the 

latter months of the conflict. After the rebels’ victory at San Jacinto, the Texian command 

ordered his company to “scour the coast from the Guadalupe to Refugio” for possible 
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Mexican amphibious invasions along the Gulf Coast. Burton placed their headquarters 

along the Sabine River.  

While conducting coastal surveillance, the rangers earned fame as “Horse 

Marines” when they employed deception to capture three Mexican cargo ships inbound to 

resupply the retreating Mexican Army. Burton and his men first captured a Mexican 

supply schooner, the Watchman, by signaling the crew to come ashore, and then 

capturing the ship’s captain. They then utilized that vessel to lure the commanders of two 

more Mexican supply vessels, the Comanche and Fanny Butler, aboard the Watchman for 

a conference, resulting in the capitulation of those ships. The seized cargo valued at over 

$25,000, and provided critically needed provisions for the logistically struggling Texian 

Army.
45

 

Localized communities also raised individual ranging companies for immediate 

defense throughout the Texas Revolution, representing a continuation of the old colonial 

militia system. Smithwick remembered that the “government provided for their 

protection as best it could with the means at its disposal, graciously permitting the 

citizens to protect themselves by organizing and equipping ranging companies.”
46

  

One of these units, called the Houston Company, formed in southeastern Texas 

under Captain William Sadler, replaced the original Greenwood Company, to protect the 

settlements east of San Felipe. Another citizen defense force, known as Robertson’s 
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Rangers, deployed to protect Robertson’s Colony along the upper Brazos River, between 

San Felipe and Nacogdoches, while the Gonzales Rangers, under Lieutenant George 

Kimbell, mobilized to reinforce the Alamo defenders at San Antonio. The Gonzales 

company subsequently perished along with the Alamo garrison. Numerous smaller 

squads deployed across the scattered homesteads and settlements for quick reaction as the 

terms of the official ranger companies expired.
47

 

 

The use of these nationalistic ranging corps and localized ranger companies to 

secure the northwestern frontier emerged as the most enduring component of the Texan 

revolutionary military structure. Sam Houston, the leading military voice of the 

revolutionary and republican era, later advocated the effectiveness of the early Texas 

Rangers in frontier warfare, “It has been my belief for years that mounted rangers are the 

only species of troops calculated to afford efficient protection against roving bands of 

Indians.”
48

  

The Texas Democrat endorsed this appraisal of the Lone Star Republic’s new 

caste of frontier warrior ten years after the first Corp of Rangers mobilized for the Texas 

Revolution: “There is probably no set of men on earth readier for a fight, a chase, a 

fandango, or anything else which may come up, than the Texas Rangers.” The 

nationalistic paper then boasted of the Texan horsemen’s’ tactical versatility in diverse 
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landscapes, by writing, “He is at home anywhere. In the prairie, or in the timbered 

bottom, in the fastness of the mountains, in the wigwam, the parlor, the boudoir, he is at 

ease.”
 49

 Born of necessity in the conflicts of Colonial Tejas, and nationalized in the fight 

for political independence, the century of the military Texas Ranger was at hand.
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Chapter IV: 

The Texas Revolution: Cavalry in the South, 1835-1836 

 

The second major manifestation of Texian revolutionary mounted arms, 

conventional light cavalry, developed more slowly than its ranger counterparts to the 

north. Antoine-Henri Jomini, one of Napoleon Bonaparte’s celebrated generals and an 

acknowledged master of early 19
th

 century warfare, stressed the importance of mounted 

forces on the organized battlefield when he proclaimed, “the possession of a good and 

numerous cavalry must have the greatest influence on the final results of a war.”
1
 Dutch 

cavalry historian Jean Roemer likewise described the specific purpose of fleet mounted 

corps in Napoleonic warfare as “the illuminating torch and protective shield of the 

army.”
2
 

This manner of light cavalry support emerged critical to the rebellion’s strategic 

success as the Texian Army conducted linear operations of mass and centralization 

against the Mexican garrisons of South Texas. Reconnaissance and screen operations by 

mobile forces proved even more important during the San Jacinto Campaign, where the 

Texian foot regiments relied upon cavalry reports to guide and protect their maneuver. 

Yet in the rebel offensive of 1835, small squads of volunteer horsemen initially provided 

these services only as needed, and lacked any command structure or continuity. This kind 
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of organizational deficit frustrated the rebel army’s early commanders, given the 

specialized duties required of forward cavalrymen on behalf of the infantry.  

A scout named Erastus Smith informally led most of the Texian army’s 

surveillance under Austin and Burleson in the fall of 1835. Called “Deaf Smith” due to 

hearing loss, he nevertheless proved the most effective and famous cavalryman of the 

Texas Revolution. On numerous occasions Texian commanding generals relied upon his 

swift and accurate reports of Mexican movements in order to maneuver their armies. 

Smith’s tactical prowess as a frontier horseman came to personify the early Texas 

volunteer cavalry tradition. Despite his prominent role in early reconnaissance operations, 

the ad hoc army did not employ organized cavalry until March 1836, under the direction 

of Sam Houston, as the new general endeavored to functionalize the Texian Army 

according to basic Napoleonic standards.
3
  

Regardless of the rebels’ initial cavalry deficiencies, the Texian capture of San 

Antonio unfolded as the culmination of the revolutionaries’ 1835 offensive. From 

December 5 to December 9 the army of almost 500 advanced through the streets of 

Bexar, in the face of Mexican artillery and musket fire. The buildings of the city 

presented a tactical challenge for the assault, as they provided the defenders with layers 

of covered fighting positions. By the second day of fighting Burleson reported that “the 

houses occupied by us commands some of the Cannon, or have silenced them entirely.” 
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After days of brutal house to house and street to street fighting, the rebels finally forced 

the surrender of Cos and the garrison.
4
  

The Texian assault on San Antonio provided valuable experience in urban 

combat, which offered a three-dimensional arena due to the varied elevations and depths 

that comprised city infrastructure. Texan veterans later demonstrated the unique skills 

associated with this type of fighting during the Mexican-American War, when Texas 

Mounted Rifles proved highly adept at advancing through similar terrain during the 

capture of Monterray in northern Mexico. The tactics of utilizing rooftops, windows, and 

alley ways, along with snipers and clearing teams, provided value during the United 

States Army’s attack, which veterans of the Texas Revolution led as shock infantry.
5
  

In January 1836 the victorious Texians garrisoned the Alamo at San Antonio and 

the presidio at Goliad with detachments of volunteer infantry. Simultaneously, most of 

the main army demobilized in the absence of a visible Mexican threat, leaving the 

republic inadequately defended in the south. Internal political strife and funding issues 

likewise plagued the provisional government and many considered the war completed.  

Contrary to these hopes, in February of that year President Santa Anna led a large, 

combined arms invasion force to reclaim Tejas. The veteran general and president 

intended a nationalistic campaign to restore Mexican territorial integrity and political 

centralism. In his own words, he hoped to subordinate “those turbulent, insolent North 

Americans,” and stated that if the colony resisted, “all their property will be confiscated.” 
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The despot also threatened to “convert Texas into a desert,” with connotations of a 

Roman-style peace.
6
 The expeditionary army comprised over 6,000 soldiers, including 

infantry, cavalry and artillery, and was organized into three combined arms brigades of 

over 1,500 men each. Two brigades of light cavalry, one of 400 men and the other with 

600, allowed tactical mobility for the cumbersome force.
7
  

The Mexican Army’s professional officer corps provided the main strength of the 

expedition. Combat experiences in years of revolution and civil war had installed a cadre 

of veteran officers. At the time of invasion, Jose Enrique de la Pena, an officer in the 

army, wrote that “there were still experienced officers among the battalions and 

regiments, courageous and honorable and capable of leading their men to victory.”
8
  

Despite the strength of his officer corps, the conscript nature of Santa Anna’s 

poorly trained, conscript infantry, which were armed with outdated British Brown Bess 

.753 caliber muskets, offset the leadership advantage. Pena called some of them 

“companies of convicts” and claimed that others had been “snatched away from the crafts 

and from agricultures.” The invading army also brought twenty-one field artillery pieces 

to provide modern firepower, including two 12-caliber and four 8-caliber cannon. These 

long-range assets dwarfed the limited fire support capabilities of the Texians. In terms of 
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sheer maneuver capacity and strike capability in the open Texas landscape, cavalry 

remained Santa Anna’s most effective arm.
9
  

The Mexican proclivity for mounted operations, with edged weapons and 

carbines, reflected their Spanish heritage and aristocratic notions retained from the 

Spanish royal military structure. These cavalry were called Lancers, after the ubiquitous 

spear they carried for close combat. As products of warfare in the North America, they 

conducted a hybrid combination of light cavalry and dragoon functions. A scout for the 

Alamo garrison, Doctor John Sutherland, observed the approach march of several 

hundred Mexican Cavalry. He described them as, “well mounted and equipped; their 

polished armor glistening in the rays of the sun as they were formed in a line between the 

chaparral and mesquite bushes…the commander riding along the line, waving his sword, 

as though might be giving directions as to the mode of attack.”
10

  

The spears, swords and armor of the Mexican Cavalry, in contrast to their 

unarmored Anglo-American counterparts, illustrated the divergent national cavalry 

traditions that developed in United States and Spanish martial cultures. While the 

American horsemen, and especially Texian frontiersmen, maximized the use of firearms 

and dismounted engagement, the Mexicans retained a conservative reliance on close 

combat and edged weapons for engagement, along limited short-range firepower. These 

opposing proclivities also reflected the disparity in firearms manufacturing capacity 
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between the United States and Mexico, and the resulting abilities to equip their respective 

mounted forces.
11

  

As a studied general of Napoleonic warfare and experienced commander, Santa 

Anna maneuvered his army according to conventional European military strategy that 

emphasized speed of march and surprise attack. He accordingly elected to penetrate 

Texas from the south with simultaneous flying columns against San Antonio and Goliad. 

On March 6 he captured the Texian position at the Alamo by storm, despite 

reinforcement by the Gonzales rangers. The Mexican cavalry proved instrumental in 

preventing the escape of several companies of Texians as the fort fell, again signifying 

the utility of mounted arms in warfare beyond the few fixed and fortified positions in the 

North American Southwest.
12

 

On March 20 General Jose Urrea next defeated the Goliad garrison under Colonel 

James Fannin with a second flying column. Through skilled, combined arms maneuver he 

forced the surrender of a battalion of almost 300 Texians. The general recounted how he 

“succeeded in cutting off their retreat with our cavalry, just as they were going to enter a 

heavy wood,” and described how “the central column advanced in battle formation, 

sustaining a steady fire in order to distract the attention of the enemy while we surprised 

the flanks.”
13

 Though Santa Anna had achieved victory against the Alamo by costly mass 
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assault with overwhelming firepower, Urrea’s utilized artful maneuver tactics to isolate 

and capture the Goliad garrison. In contrast with Cos’s earlier defensive strategy, his 

victory reflected a more inspired use of integrated mobility, firepower, and mass.  

The subsequent massacres of at least 182 men at the Alamo during and after Santa 

Anna’s final assault, and the execution of approximately 390 prisoners at Goliad, 

inflicted a powerful psychological effect on both Texas society and American 

sympathizers. The resulting collective rage provided intense motivation for enlistment 

against the Mexican invasion, galvanized Texian military resistance, and gained 

financial, material, and volunteer support for the Texas cause from the United States. 

Austin called it “a war of barbarism against civilization,” and claimed that the American 

“West and South” were “up and moving in favor of Texas.” These atrocities, though 

claimed by Santa Anna to be legal under Mexican law as it applied to captured rebels and 

pirates, significantly hardened the Texian rules of engagement.
14

  

 After the investment of San Antonio, the Mexican Army advanced east in three 

successive flying columns to locate and defeat the rebel army. Santa Anna ordered his 

brigades to “do battle with any band of rebels that you encounter along the way,” 

indicating his intent to clear the province in a linear sweep.
15

 He also intended to occupy 

or destroy the significant Texian urban areas. This strategy reflected the commanding 
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general’s mastery of population centric-warfare on the frontier; Santa Anna fully 

understood that Texian nationalism could not flourish without urban bases of support.   

The Mexican advance into the Texian heartland began on March 11 when a 

brigade under General Jose de Urrea marched from San Antonio to consolidate several 

elements at Goliad. This maneuver intended to secure the Mexican right in South Texas. 

The same day a task force under General Joaquin Ramirez y Sesma moved towards the 

Texian political center, San Felipe, which obviously threated to disembowel the rebellion. 

On March 24 General Antonio Gaona led another brigade to northeast against Bastrop, 

with the intention of eventually sweeping east to occupy Nacogdoches in East Texas. His 

march would anchor the Mexican left. General Juan Andrade remained in Bexar with a 

reserve force of 1,500 men.
 16

  

Ranger Noah Smithwick summarized the Mexican advance from the frontier 

rangers’ perspective: “Santa Anna, finding the Texas army in retreat, sent General Gaona 

across by Bastrop, and General Urrea down along the coast to sweep the country clean, 

while he himself hurried on after the retreating army, confident of his ability to annihilate 

it if only he could overtake it.”
17

 This strategy reflected standard Napoleonic 

envelopment and intended to facilitate a strategic clearing operation across the breadth of 

Texas. If successful, the invaders would eliminate both the rebellion and Anglo-Texan 
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presence. It would defeat the army of resistance and destroy the scattered life support 

centers, turning Santa Anna’s threat to “convert Texas into a desert” into brutal reality. 

The Mexican attack proved immediately successful, if slow in execution. By 

March 20 the invaders had captured the rebel garrison at Goliad and total defeat seemed 

imminent. This assault across the entire revolutionary front resulted in mass panic, rapid 

civilian evacuation, and a general retreat by the Texian Army eastward across Texas. 

Smithwick recalled the perilousness of the strategic setbacks: “The Alamo had fallen and 

its brave defenders been put to the sword. Houston was in retreat, and families fleeing for 

their lives.” He then finished dramatically, “Here was a situation to try men’s souls.”
18

  

Ranger and militia elements across the country rode and marched south to 

reinforce the Texas Army as thousands of settlers abandoned their homes to flee towards 

safer havens in East Texas and the United States. Dewees recalled, “After the fall of the 

Alamo and the massacre of Fannin’s troops, the whole country was plunged into despair 

and dismay… all the families west of the Colorado fled eastward with great haste.” He 

also noted, “On they went, one after another, through woods and across prairies, seeming 

to have nothing in view but to go eastward.” This chaotic retrograde became known as 

the Great Runaway Scrape, and represented the most precarious days in the survival of 

the Lone Star nation. It served as the crucible in which Texian society, and its distinctive 

military culture, gained its identity as an independent nation.
19
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Despite the Mexican Army’s inexorable advance into the heart of Anglo-Texan 

territory, the revolutionary resistance managed to slow the invaders’ march with 

asymmetric harassment. Decentralized squads of rangers capitalized on their superior 

knowledge of the geography of south and central Tejas, while implementing their 

colonial experience in guerrilla tactical warfare. Santa Anna recorded his frustrations 

with the irregulars who had expertly adopted Amerindian tactics:  

The enemy, discouraged by this blow that left fateful memories, fled before our 

forces. Our flanks, however, were nevertheless, constantly molested by guerilla 

bands, which, favored by their intimate acquaintance with the country, the 

thickets of the woods, and the effectiveness of their rifles, caused daily losses to 

our troops.
20

 

 

The general’s description of the Texians’ superior use of mounted movement and 

covering terrain, in concert with long-distance marksmanship with Kentucky Rifles, 

revealed an adept exploitation of the Mexican columns’ weaknesses. Roemer described 

these kinds of combatants, from a European vantage, as “Small corps of irregular troops,” 

while emphasizing that they operated “detached from the main body of an army, and 

acting independently from the enemy.”
21

 

The efforts of these irregulars also provided a delaying effect which allowed the 

consolidation of the Texian main army to the east. The rebel government needed time and 

space to form a conventional force capable of engaging massed firepower with similar 

means. According to Santa Anna, the decentralized strikes against the Mexican columns 
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of infantry and cavalry allowed “the main army of the enemy, now fleeing, to perfect a 

plan of defense.”
22

 

 Political events had continued to develop in the conventions at San Felipe 

concurrent to the military reversals that occurred in south at San Antonio and Goliad. On 

March 2 the convention declared Texas’s independence. On March 16 the rebels adopted 

a republican constitution, emulating the United States. In a fateful decision that perhaps 

saved the revolution from defeat, the council selected Tennessean Sam Houston as 

Commander-in-Chief of all rebel forces. A veteran of the War of 1812 and several Indian 

Wars, and a favorite of President Andrew Jackson, Houston held prior military 

experience as a regular army officer and state militia commander. He also enjoyed 

political standing as a former United States Congressman and Governor of Tennessee. 

The new leader assumed the rank of Major General with command of all Texian land and 

naval forces.
23

   

Houston and the council immediately prioritized the remobilization and 

concentration of the national Army of Texas to meet the oncoming Mexican threat. 

Though the ranging forces continued to patrol the Indian Frontier, the main army had 

generally dispersed and fragmented after the initial rebels’ success against Cos in San 

Antonio. The victorious nationalists did not, and could not, anticipate the struggle to 

come. Now, with Santa Anna’s legions bearing down, the dispersed ranger companies 

were not sufficient for the task at hand; Texas needed a real national army.  
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The Texian Army under Houston comprised a volunteer, combined arms brigade 

of massed infantry, with extremely limited artillery and supporting cavalry. It prosecuted 

a largely conventional campaign in response to the linear Mexican attack. Like all 19
th

 

century nation-state armies, Houston relied on the Napoleonic principals of mass, 

maneuver, and unity of command to achieve victory. From initial mobilization in October 

1835, through the staged disbandment in late 1837, the Texian Army conducted 

coordinated offensive and defensive maneuvers, with additional retrograde, pursuit and 

garrison operations.  

Though amateur in nature, this force and its leaders sought to emulate Euro-

Napoleonic organization which had long established the military standards for the 

Mexican and United States armies. To this effect, Texian soldier William Zuber wrote 

that “the army consisted of five classes: artillerymen, cavalry, regulars, first regiment of 

volunteer infantry, and second regiment of volunteer infantry.”
24

 This emulation of 

westernized structure, and the requisite functions of a modernized army, demanded the 

creation of a dedicated Texian cavalry arm. Zuber also noted the Texians’ proclivity for 

mounted service, even amongst the infantry regiments, when he wrote that Houston 

commanded “twenty-odd companies of volunteer infantry, with from half to three fourths 

of each company mounted.”
25
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The revolutionary government’s attempts at establishing a regular cavalry branch 

initially proved unsuccessful, despite the broad experience with horsemanship amongst 

the rebel ranks. On December 18 the General Council had authorized a “legion of cavalry 

to be part (and under the command of the commander-in-chief) of the regular army of 

Texas, during the present war.” As announced in the Telegraph and Texas Register on 

January 9, the legislation also identified command leadership, a battalion level personnel 

structure, and the armament allocation per soldier.
26

   

The mounted legion concept failed to materialize due to recruiting and equipment 

issues, and a reduction in volunteer enlistment following the initial Texian capture of San 

Antonio. Texian soldiers served out of patriotic and pragmatic considerations, and their 

aversion to prolonged military service without immediate collective danger precluded the 

maintenance of any regular army functions. The organizational chaos following the loss 

of the Alamo, and the subsequent Mexican advance, then prevented the formation of such 

an organization in addition to the Texian main army.   

On March 11
 
Houston arrived at Gonzales and began to assemble his brigade, 

beginning with only 375 men. He knew the Mexican invaders had already laid siege to 

the Alamo and trapped the garrison inside, but the new general required more 

information. Like all 19
th

 century field commanders, Houston relied upon cavalry, 

intelligence agents, prisoners, and civilian observers to provide information concerning 

enemy disposition. In this situation, with the linear front of the battlefield established by 
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Mexican initiative in the south, the Texian commander required the services of the most 

proactive of these collection assets: light cavalry.  

On March 13 Houston selected three horsemen, Erastus “Deaf” Smith, Henry 

Karnes, and R.E. Handy, to begin service in this capacity. He then dispatched his new 

cavalrymen to patrol west from Gonzales to attain intelligence on the Mexican Army’s 

advance and the fate of the Alamo.
27

 Though humble in beginnings, this scout team 

would become the founders of a Texas wartime tradition that would eventually culminate 

during the Civil War, where dozens of Texas Cavalry regiments conducted identical 

functions in support of Confederate infantry brigades. 

Two of these audacious scouts became founders of this storied light cavalry 

tradition. At the time of Houston’s arrival, Smith had already served as an independent 

guide and scout for the Texian Army during the advance on San Antonio. Through 

marriage to a Spanish woman and residential time spent in San Antonio prior to the war, 

he possessed considerable familiarity with Spanish language and customs.  

This cultural understanding of the invading enemy proved extremely valuable in 

reconnaissance operations, infiltration, and enemy interrogation. According to Smith’s 

biographer, Cleburne Huston, the scout “was recognized by General and men alike as 

“head of spies” with full responsibility in the field of intelligence.”
28

 He emerged as the 

most valuable cavalryman of the Texas Revolution due to his horsemanship and skill in 
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covert actions. After the war, Smith commanded a cavalry company while conducting 

screen operations to the south out of San Antonio.
29

  

While Smith served as a superlative scout, Henry Karnes demonstrated both 

tactical and organizational leadership ability. The volunteer cavalryman had immigrated 

to Texas from Tennessee in 1828. When Houston enlisted him for mounted duty during 

the Great Runaway Scrape, he had already earned fame for his aggression during the 

urban assault on San Antonio with militia leader Ben Milam. The general soon promoted 

Karnes to command his own light cavalry company during the San Jacinto Campaign. He 

later commanded the Corps of Texas Cavalry, which included Deaf Smith’s company, 

out of San Antonio after the war.
30

 During the era of the Texas Republic, Karnes led 

several “mounted volunteer” organizations against the Comanche.
31

  

As the Texian scouts rode west, they soon encountered non-combatant refugees 

from the fallen Alamo. Karnes immediately raced back to report the defeat to Houston, 

while Smith and Handy escorted the women and children to the army encampment. 

Houston wrote of his small cavalry element’s reconnaissance contribution, “I received 

intelligence of the enemy’s advance between eight and nine o’clock at night; and, before 

twelve, we were on the march in good order, leaving behind a number of spies.”
32

 In 19
th
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century military terminology, cavalry scouts were often called “spies,” since intelligence 

collection, rather than offensive engagement, comprised their primary purpose.
33

  

Texian light cavalry continued to provide direct support to Houston’s infantry and 

artillery corps throughout the campaign to defeat Mexico. While the security services of 

the ranging units have been moderately documented, the conventional service of the 

Texas Cavalry has been far less appreciated. These mounted companies conducted 

reconnaissance, surveillance, harassment, screens, attacks, and pursuit operations in order 

to shape tactical conditions for the main army. The often exemplary execution of these 

tasks by former colonial militia reflected a fluid transfer of counterguerrilla skills to 

application of conventional support actions.  

The habitual execution of these tasks primary while mounted classified these units 

as traditional light cavalry, similar to the operating functions of contemporary Mexican 

Lancers or Light Dragoons. In contrast with western European professional traditions, 

and despite the fact that they conducted conventional style operations, they remained 

technically classified as volunteer or irregular cavalry due to ad hoc volunteer 

recruitment, lack of formal training, and the absence of a professional tradition.
34

 

Nevertheless, the Texas Cavalry’s service in the San Jacinto Campaign initiated a cavalry 

tradition that would ride for the Lone Star until their final service in the Second World 

War. 
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With this dedicated mounted unit informing the Texian maneuver, Houston 

retreated east in the face of the Mexican advance in order to continue organizing and 

recruiting before risking a general engagement. In addition to scouting the enemy, 

Karnes’s squad also burned Gonzales in the beginnings of a scorched earth policy. If the 

defenders could not halt the Mexican advance in the south and north, they would at least 

deprive the invaders of resources and infrastructure. Cavalry mobility again proved useful 

in this task, allowing the main infantry corps to retrograde without risking a general 

engagement. 

On March 16, as the Texian Army approached the Colorado River, Houston 

officially consolidated his scouts under the command of a proven infantry officer and 

ranger, William H. Smith. This action initiated the service of the Texas Cavalry as a 

recognized corps with official status in the army. Like Karnes, Smith emerged as a 

founder of the Texas Cavalry tradition after the victory over Mexico. After leading his 

company at San Jacinto, he commanded both cavalry and mounted riflemen regiments 

during the republican era.
35

  

The expanding Texas Cavalry continued to provide intelligence on the movement 

of the central Mexican column as the army retrograded east.
36

 In the north, Tumlinson’s 

ranger company screened against the attack of Gaona’s brigade as the northern settlers 
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fled towards Louisiana.
37

 Smithwick again recounted the rangers’ supporting role: “we 

were called into Bastrop. Santa Anna, with a large force, was marching upon the poorly 

protected frontier, and all advance positions were ordered abandoned, and the forces to 

concentrate at Gonzales”. He also wrote of their efforts to assist evacuating families, “we 

were ordered to cover their retreat, and afterwards join General Houston.”
38

  

On March 18 the picketed rangers identified the Mexican vanguard near Bastrop 

when they, “woke up and saw the Mexicans, six hundred strong, on the opposite side of 

the river.”
39

 The outmatched Texian section retreated southeast to merge with the main 

force, but most of them would not arrive in time to participate at San Jacinto. Regardless, 

this adept shift by Tumlinson’s rangers from counter-Indian patrol to conventional 

support reflected the success of the intended flexibility of the Corps of Rangers. It also 

confirmed the successful implementation of theater-wide communication between the 

army command headquarters and disparate elements, a significant accomplishment given 

the confusion that plagued the campaign. The Texian Army in the south crossed the 

Colorado River on the same day that Smithwick reported Mexican presence near 

Bastrop.
40

  

By March 20 Karnes had assumed command of a second cavalry company and 

soon patrolled west to locate the forward Mexican elements. John Sharp, one of Karnes’ 
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cavalrymen, wrote of the unit’s formation and task: “There was a call made for a cavalry 

company, who were to go back the way we had come, and see if they could find the 

enemy.”
41

 When Houston wrote on March 17, “I shall raise a company of spies to-

morrow, to range the country from this to Gonzales… Send all the good horses you can 

get for the army,” he referred to his second cavalry company and the pressing 

requirement for mobility. It also indicated the shortage of equine stock available to the 

army, often a factor that prevented the formation of robust mounted units.
42

  

Newly formed and mounted, Karnes patrolled west to locate the forward Mexican 

line. Scout John Sharp described how the new cavalrymen advanced with stealth, “some 

distance from the road, in the prairie, without a fire.” He stated that they “took this 

precaution on account of the Indians, or any straggling band of Mexicans, who might 

have been out, like ourselves, spying.” The company soon identified and attacked a 

forward Mexican patrol in an example of classic counter-reconnaissance. In a running 

battle the patrol captured one enemy scout and killed another, while a wounding a third 

Mexican who escaped.
43

 The Mexican Cavalry commander, General Juan Almonte, later 

confirmed the clash in his diary. Upon receiving intelligence of the impending Mexican 

advance from Karnes’s prisoner, Houston continued to retrograde his army east. 
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On March 21 a task force of infantry and cavalry, including the units of Smith and 

Karnes, conducted a reconnaissance in force across the Colorado River to gain 

information on the Mexican formation. Zuber recalled the maneuver: 

Our cavalry, commanded by Capt. Henry W. Karnes, crossed the river from our 

lower encampment at Beeson’s and, under cover of timberland, marched by a 

circuitous route to a point a few hundred yards from the enemy’s encampment. 

Here they surprised and routed the enemy’s picket guard.
44

 

 

The rebel expedition immediately withdrew back across the water when the Mexicans 

“sent their cavalry to engage them.” After a scattering of musket fire, Sesma, with 

approximately 700 men, elected to forego pursuit and remain on the west bank.  

On March 24 another Mexican force under General Eugenio Tolsa reinforced 

Sesma’s brigade, increasing the central Mexican column to approximately 1300 infantry, 

150 cavalry, and a set of field cannon. Sesma now substantially outmatched Houston in 

quantity and firepower. By March 25 the news of the destruction of the Goliad garrison 

had spread throughout the Texian ranks. The rebel army resumed its retreat the next day, 

causing political controversy and despair amongst both the military and political 

classes.
45

  

The strategy behind Houston’s long retreat has been much debated historians. The 

weary commander wrote on March 28
th

 of his controversial retrograde, “I consulted 

none-I held no councils of war. If I err, the blame is mine.”
46

 While it is clear that the 
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retrograde allowed him to collect reinforcements from East Texas, others have speculated 

that he hoped to eventually draw support from the United States Army force encamped in 

Louisiana. It has also been proposed that the retreat unfolded entirely calculated, as 

opposed to desperate, as the Texian commander lured the Mexican invaders onto 

favorable ground. 

Despite intense pressure from his impatient subordinate officers and officials of 

the Texas government, Houston continued the Texian movement east towards the Brazos 

River. Throughout this retreat the Army remained completely reliant on the Corps of 

Cavalry to provide intelligence on enemy movements. Zuber described the mounted 

component escorting the main infantry column as it neared San Felipe, “Soon we saw 

their front guard, a small body of horsemen, emerging from the timber at the west end of 

the prairie…The cavalry, being divided in to two parts, formed the flank guards on the 

right and left of the central column.”
47

 This recollection described the Texas Cavalry’s 

transition from mounted volunteers into a cohesive, supportive, and relatively disciplined 

combat arm of the Texian Army. 

By March 28 the rebels passed through the rebellion’s political center, San Felipe, 

as the army turned north along the Brazos River. Volunteers from Central and East Texas 

continued to join the army, while other soldiers deserted in despair or to locate displaced 

family. Like the earlier sacrifice of Gonzales, Texian forces controversially burned their 

unofficial capital in order to prevent sanctuary to the enemy.
48
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On March 31 Houston’s army encamped at Groce’s Landing, a ferry station on 

the west bank of the Brazos River. As the Texians continued to receive volunteers and 

supplies to the camp, the general administered much needed close order training in 

battlefield movements. The Texas Cavalry continued surveillance operations to the east, 

and on April 3 reported Sesma’s force at the Colorado River. Houston subsequently 

reported the observation, “My spies returned and report the enemy only about one 

thousand strong on the Colorado, without pickets, and only a small campground.”
49

 The 

next day he sent William Smith with a squad of horsemen to picket south of the camp for 

increased security.
50

  

 The two cavalry companies under Smith and Karnes screened to the west on April 

13 while the Texian Army crossed the Brazos River. Houston then delayed with a march 

further east, and eventually turned south to halt north of Harrisburg. On April 14 Santa 

Anna impetuously crossed the Brazos with detachment of 750 soldiers in a futile strike to 

capture the displaced Texas government. On the same day the Telegraph and Texas 

Register reported that the rebel army was simultaneously “hastening down the river to 

stop the progress of the enemy.” Four days later the Mexican task force swiftly marched 

east towards New Washington on the Gulf Coast, pursing the fleeing congress.
51
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Events developed rapidly when the Texas Cavalry acquired key intelligence 

indicating that Santa Anna had divided his forces, offering a tempting target for Houston. 

On April 19 the commanding general wrote the following order that established a screen 

for his movement, “Captain Karnes, with his detachment of command, will remain on the 

east side of the bayou if he can in safety while the army will pass below, and he will then 

unite with the main army so as to cooperate.” The general then emphasized the covert 

nature of the operations, “Great caution must be observed to conceal our movements 

from the enemy.”
52

 

Given the aggregate numerical differences of the armies, it remained of crucial 

importance for rebels that the Mexican brigades to the west were not induced to march 

east to reinforce the vulnerable Santa Anna, or worse, envelope the Texian army. 

Karnes’s company conducted this crucial screen operation while Houston led the main 

force to intercept the despot. Understanding the authoritative nature of Mexican 

command, Houston believed that the defeat of the tyrant could decisively end the war. In 

that one region of the combat theater, the Texian Army of approximately 900 soldiers 

now outnumbered Santa Anna’s element of 700, allowing isolated numerical superiority 

for the over the Mexicans.
53

 

On April 20 Karnes’s cavalry located Santa Anna’s forward elements as he 

returned westward from the futile raid. The Texian congress had displaced yet again 

before the Mexican strike force arrived, preserving the national leadership. Karnes 
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reported the intelligence to Houston, who seized the opportunity to confront Santa Anna 

directly. The marches of the two armies fatefully converged near the banks of the San 

Jacinto River.
54

  

 According to Houston’s official report of the battle, Santa Anna, “took a position 

with his infantry, and artillery in the center, occupying an island of timber, his cavalry 

covering the left flank.”
55

 With the Mexican position established, Erastus Smith and a 

new recruit, Irish immigrant Walter P. Lane, conducted a reconnaissance to ascertain the 

enemy strength. Lane recounted the exercise, “Smith pulled out this field glass, told me 

to hold his horse, and commenced counting tents to get an estimate of their numbers. We 

were three hundred yards off.”
56

 A “company of cavalry” then fired upon and pursued the 

Texian scout team, forcing them to hastily withdraw. Smith reported the intelligence 

directly to the commander in chief, in another example of the Texas Cavalry’s vital 

reconnaissance contribution to the revolutionary war effort.
57

  

 The Texas Cavalry initiated the commencement of hostilities as the two armies 

positioned for a general engagement. In a preliminary skirmish, they attempted to seize a 

tactically advantages position in a wooded area between the two camps. The Mexican 
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line repulsed the company with several Texian horses killed. Undaunted, the 

revolutionaries then reformed for a larger effort. Under the consolidated command of the 

aggressive Colonel Sidney Sherman, the Texas mounted corps attacked again with an 

audacious shock charge designed to capture the Mexican cannon. One of the participants, 

an infantry officer named Lysander Wells, described the cavalry’s objective and 

augmentation from the infantry ranks: 

The field-piece of the enemy, stationed in the grove, on our right front, still kept 

its fire upon us, and being protected only by their cavalry, Colonel Sherman made 

the bold proposal to take it with his mounted men. On calling for volunteers, he 

succeeded in getting sixty-eight.
58

 

 

Wells then recounted, from and outside perspective, the organizational division of the 

Texian task force: 

We struck off at a brisk trot, and soon discovered the Mexican mounted men, 

sitting quietly on their horses, near a thick wood, and about half a mile from our 

position. When within a short distance, Colonel Sherman divided his little band 

into three squads, the right commanded by Captain Karnes, the center by Smith, 

and the left by Wells. The charge was given, and we rushed on.
59

  

 

The attack proved extremely hazardous, and required inordinately aggressive 

riders, so the task force had been augmented with volunteers to replace any scouts 

disinclined to participate. Mirabeau Lamar, a future and controversial President of Texas, 

volunteered in this capacity. Despite the danger of attacking massed infantry and artillery, 

the objective of seizing the lightly guarded Mexican cannon would have upset the relative 

firepower capabilities of the opposing armies. This potential advantage, along with the 
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Texian eagerness for battle after weeks of retreating, provided ample motivation for the 

attack.  

Mexican cavalry interdicted the Texian rush in a chaotic encounter of charging 

horsemen, one of the few actions of the campaign where opposing mounted companies 

clashed. Santa Anna recalled, “Daringly the rebels threw themselves upon my 

cavalry…for a moment they succeeded in throwing us into confusion.”
60

 This action 

reflected the typical light cavalry skirmishing that preceded most battles in post-

Napoleonic Europe. After fierce fighting, two companies of Mexican infantry, supported 

by artillery, reinforced the flagging defenders. Wells continued his narration of the fight: 

We drove their cavalry nearly back to their cannon…but finding ourselves 

exposed to the incessant fire of an unequal number of cavalry, their artillery, and 

two hundred infantry, and our infantry not having come up to engage theirs, as 

expected, we were at length obliged, reluctantly, to retire.
61

  

 

Smith’s new cavalryman, Walter Lane, provided an excellent description of the 

unpredictability of mobile engagements: 

We went through them like a stroke of lighting, chased them back to their 

infantry, and then fell back out of their fire. They reinforced and followed us out, 

and challenged us again. We charged, routed and drove them back on their 

infantry a second time…The order was given to retreat.
62

 

 

Lane also recalled the intense hand-to-hand combat that erupted after firearms had 

been discharged or misfired. During the final charge he utilized his rifle and pistol as 

clubs against a Mexican officer armed with a sabre, and then against Mexican soldier 
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armed with a spear.
63

 His description of the fighting between the opposing cavalrymen 

highlighted the tumultuous nature of 19
th

 century engagements that combined limited 

firepower with close-quarters combat. Like those of Burleson, Moore, Smith, and Karnes, 

Lane’s experience at San Jacinto propelled him to a long career in Lone Star mounted 

arms as both a cavalryman and Texas Ranger. Due to his youthful age in 1836, he served 

long enough to command mounted battalions in the Mexican-American War and the Civil 

War.
64

 

The Mexican counterattack soon forced the Texians to disengage with several 

wounded men. The low casualty count perhaps reflected the relative inexperience of the 

opposing forces in this kind of engagement. Lamar earned national fame during the 

retrograde when he saved several isolated rebels from the enemy cavalry’s charge. The 

Georgian’s inspired defense provided safety for them until Karnes could interdict with his 

company. Lane was one of these isolated men, as he had been unhorsed during his fight 

against the Lancer.  

Though the Texian Horse failed to capture the Mexican cannon, the entire assault 

force, and Sherman and Lamar in particular, earned a reputation for audacity. Houston 

later praised the action, informing the council that “while advancing they received a 

volley from the left of the enemy’s infantry, and, after a sharp reencounter with their 

cavalry, in which ours acted extremely well, and performed some feats of daring chivalry, 
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they retired in good order.”
65

 After the skirmish the two armies retired into camps one 

mile apart. Many Texians suspected that Sherman had attempted to induce a general 

engagement with the impetuous mounted charge, hoping that that the rebel infantry 

regiments would spontaneously join the attack.
66

  

 On the morning of the next day, April 21, Cos arrived with over 500 soldiers, 

increasing Santa Anna’s total force to approximately 1,300 men. Houston’s army 

numbered at just over 900 soldiers.
67

 In the Texian mounted division, the men elected 

Lamar to command the Corps of Cavalry in recognition of his intrepid combat 

performance during the skirmish the day prior. This rapid, and perhaps illogical, 

promotion illustrated the unprofessional nature of democratic command in early Texan 

military organizations. 

Erastus Smith and Karnes initiated the next round of operations for the Texians 

with an audacious, disguised infiltration of the Mexican camp to assess their increased 

strength. Karnes observed from a concealed position while his subordinate conducted the 

reconnaissance. Smith accomplished the feat by exploiting his linguistic ability to 

converse with unwitting Mexican soldiers. This exploitation of cultural understanding 

represented one of the enduring, and underappreciated, strengths of the Texas Rangers. 
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They often employed both Tejano and Indian familiarity to achieve military objectives, 

especially in the use of language and assessment of military procedures.
68

  

Later that morning, Houston again dispatched the capable scout with seven 

cavalrymen to destroy the only viable bridge across the San Jacinto River. The 

commander hoped first to prevent further reinforcements from joining Santa Anna, and 

then to isolate the Mexican detachment in the event of a Texian victory. The Texas 

Cavalry companies under Karnes and William Smith conducted a joint diversion to 

facilitate Deaf Smith’s raid.  

Young Alsbury, a scout who rode with the strike team, recalled how the “main 

body” of the Texian Horse “maneuvered, with the feint of an engagement,” while Erastus 

Smith’s detachment moved by a circuitous route around the Mexican pickets to “strike 

fire” against the wooden bridge. The squad quickly burned and hacked the bridge until 

they rendered it unusable. The raiders then returned through the Mexican lines to report 

the destruction to Houston, with Smith vowing at one point, when they feared discovery, 

“My orders are to return to camp; I will do it or die.” For better or worse, the Texian 

Army now faced the prospect of total defeat or decisive victory with the enemy force at 

hand.
69

  

 On the afternoon of the 21
st
 the Texians initiated a general engagement to decide 

the future of Anglo-American Texas. Under Lamar’s command, the Texas Cavalry 

formed the extreme right of the advancing line. Smith and Karnes led their respective 
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companies. Houston later recounted the tactical purpose of the cavalry in the battle: “Our 

cavalry was first dispatched to the front of the enemies left, for the purpose of attracting 

their notice, while an island of timber afforded us an opportunity of concentrating our 

forces.”
70

 This formation again reflected a standard European method of utilizing cavalry 

mobility to enact deception operations at dispersed points on the battlefield. 

Once the two rebel infantry regiments and the artillery section advanced to their 

last covered position, the close-range cannon fired, signaling the beginning of the general 

assault. As the Texian infantry regiments overwhelmed the light Mexican defensive 

works, the cavalry wing charged into the fray and engaged the defenders at close range.
71

 

According to Lane, the Texian officers ordered them to, “Halt, fire and charge!” He 

described using “guns, pistols and bowie knives” to fight while hearing cries of 

“Remember the Alamo!”
72

 Houston later reported that the battle lasted just eighteen 

minutes, reflecting a combination of Texian aggressiveness and Mexican unpreparedness.  

The Texas Cavalry pursued the broken Mexican army as they fled the field. This 

type of action fulfilled another traditional task of light cavalry in Napoleonic warfare: 

victorious pursuit.
73

 Billy Young of William Smith’s company recounted, “We drove 

them into a marsh. I shot ‘em till my ammunition gave out, then turned the butt end of my 
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musket and knocked ‘em in the head.”
74

 As a band of Mexican horsemen, thought to be 

officers, raced to escape across destroyed bridge, Smith and Karnes rallied a collection of 

riders to pursue. The Texians intercepted the dismayed Mexicans, killing some and 

scattering the rest. Another rider, Joseph Lawrence, observed, “We gained on them and 

shot our carbines at them, dropping them off their horses.”
75

  

Houston later summarized the success of his mounted corps his battle report, 

emphasizing the success of the charge while praising the popular Karnes:  

Our cavalry had charged and routed that of the enemy upon the right, and given 

 pursuit to the fugitives, which did not cease until they arrived at the bridge which 

 I have mentioned before-Captain Karnes, always among the foremost in danger, 

 commanding the pursuers.
76

  

 

This opportunistic action prevented any attempt at reconsolidation by the Mexican 

leadership and greatly increased the number of Santa Anna’s casualties. 

The Mexican force under Santa Anna lost over 600 killed and 700 captured as a 

result of his defeat at the Battle of Jacinto. The Texians lost seven killed, four mortally 

wounded, and thirty wounded but recoverable. Robert Stevenson, who commanded 

Company H in the First Regiment, wrote of the engagement, “Never was there a greater 

victory according to the number of men engaged, and the results are glorious for the army 

and prospects of Texas.”
77

 Smith’s destruction of the bridge ensured that Santa Anna 
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could not cross the San Jacinto River and assume command of his larger formations. Had 

the president been able to unite with his other brigades, the rebel victory would have been 

far less decisive, given the numerical superiority the Mexicans yet retained west of the 

river. A Texian patrol captured Santa Anna the next day, effectively ending the maneuver 

phase of the war.
78

  

The Texas Cavalry’s performance during the San Jacinto Campaign proved 

critical to the success of the Texas Revolution. From March to April 1836 the volunteer 

riders developed from a mounted team of scouts to a full Corps of Cavalry. Beginning as 

three horsemen at the start of the campaign, by the Battle of Jacinto they counted fifty 

cavalrymen listed for duty in Smith’s company, while another eighteen listed under 

Karnes’s command.
79

 Their reconnaissance during the Great Runaway Scrape fulfilled 

the commanding general’s information requirements and facilitated the army’s protracted 

maneuver. The corps’ counter-reconnaissance against Mexican scouts preserved the 

Texian Army’s freedom of maneuver. Their screen operations denied friendly 

information to Mexican commanders, preventing envelopment of the smaller Texian 

Army. 

Napoleonic cavalry functions, as embraced by the Texian mounted corps, 

continued into the decisive battle between Houston and Santa Anna. During preliminary 

skirmishing at San Jacinto, when engaging the Mexican Cavalry before the general 

engagement, the Texian Horse demonstrated audacity and unit cohesion with coordinated 
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shock charges, while also proving their effectiveness in close combat fighting. During the 

main army’s attack they provided an initial diversion and participated in the main assault. 

Finally, in the wake of the attack they conducted impromptu pursuit operations to exploit 

the victory.  

These revolutionary actions, emulated from prior military experiences in the 

United States, were reminiscent of professional, conventional mounted organizations in 

18
th

 and 19
th

 century western armies. They established a highly visible role for the Texas 

Cavalry during the War for Texan Independence. Though not numerically as large as the 

cumulative service of the ranging battalions during the revolutionary period, the Texian 

Horses’ impact at the Battle of San Jacinto magnified the perceived scope of their 

service. Because of the audacious charges before and during the battle, and the 

improbable scale of the rebel army’s victory, men such as Lamar, Karnes, and Smith 

emerged as national heroes.  

 As a result of the Texian victory, Santa Anna officially recognized the Republic 

of Texas. The captured despot issued orders for the Mexican Army to withdraw south 

across the Rio Grande. His dismayed Mexican officers still west of the San Jacinto River 

agreed to retreat, reflecting the unwilling and conscript nature of the Tejas venture for 

reconquest. The government in Mexico City later declared the order illegitimate. 

Regardless, the failed president eventually signed a treaty recognizing Texas’s 

independence. Houston then transferred Santa Anna to United States custody, despite 

resounding calls for his execution as revenge for the Alamo and Goliad massacres.
80
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The Texian Army shadowed the retrograde of the Mexican Army as General 

Vicente Filisola, the acting Mexican commander, led his forces west across the Colorado 

River. Eratus Smith continued his role as the army’s premier cavalry scout during the 

retrograde march. He observed the Mexican withdrawal and characterized the retreat as 

“a flight, the way being strewn with wagons, artillery, horses, and baggage, abandoned by 

the enemy.”
81

   

Filisola led all remaining Mexican Army elements across the Rio Grande and into 

Mexico proper in June 1836. The rebel cavalry maintained visibility on the potentially 

dangerous Mexican Army, which yet outnumbered the Texian Army, throughout the 

entire retrograde. Under the command of Burleson, the companies of Karnes and Seguin 

closely monitored the withdrawal. An order from Houston to Karnes, dated May 3, 

demonstrated the task and rules of engagement assigned for the operation: “So long as the 

enemy are faithful in their retreat they will not be molested, but you are required to use 

utmost vigilance and not suffer a surprise nor permit an unnecessary encroachment upon 

them or their property.”
82

  

Walter Lane, the young cavalryman with the battalion monitoring the Mexican 

retreat, summarized the surveillance, “we sent a detachment to follow Filasola, and see 
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that he did not damage the settlers in this retreat. He made a strait march for the Rio 

Grande, via San Antonio, and never “drew rein” till he got into Mexico.”
83

  

 

The expulsion of the Mexican invaders corresponded with the rise of the Texas 

Republic as a new power in the North American Southwest. While volunteer infantry 

regiments had served in vital roles at several major battles, the nationalization of separate 

ranger and cavalry corps, under centralized control, had proved equally critical for 

Texas’s revolutionary success. In the north, Texian ranger companies had provided 

counterguerrilla capability to the struggling republic’s exposed flank. In the south, Texian 

light cavalry had guided Houston’s army to victory at San Jacinto with reconnaissance, 

screen, and attack operations.  

The Lone Star Republic finally achieved a temporary measure of strategic 

security in the wake of this improbable victory. Forged in the furnace of violent 

revolution, the new nation stood self-governing and proud in the summer of 1836. It 

owed this national success, in large part, to the actions of its varied volunteer mounted 

corps. Yet this measure of regional stability proved only temporary; the Texian people 

had yet to decisively encounter the might of the Comanche hosts to the north, and would 

repeatedly clash along the Rio Grande with the armies of Mexico. Though the conflicts of 

Colonial Tejas lay in the past and national independence had been achieved, the Wars of 

the Texas Republic had only begun.  
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Legacy of the Tradition 

 

 Texan governments and communities continued to employ nationalistic mounted 

arms to achieve territorial defense and aggrandizement for over a century after gaining 

political independence. The galvanizing and unifying experience of riding to victory 

under the Lone Star flag in 1836, during the ultimate national crisis, established service 

by frontier horsemen as an enduring martial tradition at Texas’s national, county, and 

local echelons. While the infantry regiments had carried the decisive day at San Jacinto, 

the future of Texas security rested on the valor, and notoriety, of mounted riflemen, 

rangers, and cavalry; it belonged to a new cadre of frontiersmen, unique in the North 

American Southwest, who incorporated a fusion of the United States, Mexican, and 

Amerindian cavalry experiences.   

 The martial tradition embodied by Texan mounted forces, beginning with their 

service in Colonial Tejas, continued to develop along distinctive lines of service. Like the 

division of corps organized during the Texas Revolution, future Texan mounted arms 

evolved functionally as rangers and cavalry against specific threats. This array of 

opponents, including a long march of Amerindian and Hispanic raiders, Mexican legions, 

and United States invaders, demanded tailored answers to diverse enemies. The 

simultaneous convergence of frontier and massed incursion, just as had occurred during 

the Texan War for Independence, likewise threatened again during the Mexican-

American War and the Civil War, compelling Texas to mobilize against multiple fronts. 
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 This military necessity resulted in the development of functionally separate Texan 

legacies. On Texas’s volatile Indian Frontier, the revolutionary council’s Corps of 

Rangers became the progenitor for the enduring Texas Ranger institution that excelled in 

guerrilla conflict. Along the contested Rio Grande militarized zone, Houston’s Corps of 

Texas Cavalry set the precedence for intermittent conventional combat by Texan 

cavalrymen in larger wars against Mexico and the United States. Both of these types of 

mounted service, frontier defense and combined arms support, allowed Texas a marked 

degree of versatility in its future conflicts. 

 The continuity of this long tradition of nationalistic military service, in both 

small-scale events and societal mobilization, was exemplified in the patriotic and partisan 

careers of the military leaders that fought in the Texas Revolution. Among these veteran 

officers, Sam Houston, first as president, senator, and then governor of Texas, offered the 

most enduring and influential advocacy for the prioritized use of mounted forces as state 

policy.  In 1855, while boasting in the United States Senate, the aging general 

emphatically proclaimed that he would “rather have two hundred and fifty Texas Rangers 

than five hundred of the best cavalry now in service.”
1
 

 A veteran of both Anglo-Indian warfare, the War of 1812, and the Texas 

Revolution, Houston well understood the asymmetric challenges of countering 

Amerindian cavalry and likewise remembered the cumbersome nature of his infantry 

regiments in the revolution. Thus, the Victor of San Jacinto consistently argued for the 

official and economized use of decentralized mounted companies across the Texan 
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landscape, as opposed to traditional infantry garrisons. “You may withdraw every regular 

soldier of the artillery, infantry, and dragoons, from the border of Texas,” he stated, “if 

you will give her but a single regiment of Texas Rangers.” He also emphasized the 

specialized nature his frontier horsemen: “Texas desires a more efficient force…men who 

can ride on horses, who understand the disposition of the Indians, who know their 

inclinations, their points of foray and attack, and who can pursue them to their fastness.”
2
 

These tactical qualities, formed through a rare combination guerrilla and conventional 

combat, enabled the rise of a new warrior caste in the Southwest arena. 

As Texas engaged in constant border conflict and several major wars between 

1836 and 1865, tactical leaders from the Texas Revolution transitioned to command in 

Texas’s succession of army, militia, and frontier ranging corps. Revolutionary 

cavalrymen, such as Henry Karnes, William Smith, and Erastus Smith, as well as other 

noted rebel officers, including Edward Burleson and Juan Seguin, resolutely carried the 

nascent mounted tradition into the first years of the Texas Republic. In 1838 Deaf Smith, 

Houston’s trusted scout, again gained regional fame after defeating Mexican cavalry in 

clash over possession of Laredo in South Texas. The Telegraph and Texas Register 

boasted of the victory, while revealing the burgeoning confidence developing amongst 

Texian mounted arms: 

Deaf Smith has again been at his old business. The result of this skirmish has 

 furnished another proof to the thousands which have preceded it, that our 

 degraded and dastard foes never make head against even half their number of the 

 sturdy back woodsmen of the west.
3
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While Karnes and Seguin commanded the Texas Cavalry along the Rio Grande 

zone until 1838 against Mexican opponents, Burleson soon rose as the premier tactical 

leader of mounted riflemen during the following decade of explosive Anglo-Indian 

warfare that scourged the breadth of Texas. Like William Smith of the revolutionary 

Texas Cavalry, he commanded in the series of mounted riflemen regiments, or ranging 

corps, that Texas deployed along its Indian Frontier between the Sabine River and the 

Great Plains. The Telegraph and Texas Register later praised Burleson’s military 

leadership with poetic license, calling him the “Ajax Telamon of the Texian Camp.”
4
 

 The adult lives of two other revolutionary veterans, Walter Lane and Ben 

McCulloch, symbolized the longer continuity of Texan mounted service between 1836 

and 1865, during the height of Lone Star militarism and nationalism. Both began their 

military service to Texas during the colonial and revolutionary years, and both continued 

to periodically lead Texas Ranger units against Native raiders and camps. Both men also 

served as volunteer officers during the Mexican-American War. While McCulloch led a 

reconnaissance company under Zachary Taylor during the Monterray Campaign of 1846, 

Lane commanded a counterinsurgency battalion, with controversial results, under the 

same during the occupation of North Mexico the following year. Each man then ended 

their long service as senior field officers in the Confederate Army as they led Texas’s 

first cavalry regiments into the cataclysmic American Civil War.  
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 The nationalistic careers of McCulloch and Lane earned both cavalrymen 

distinction in the Texan mounted arms tradition, while illustrating the major events in 

Texas military history. Of the first man, Taylor reported that, “his valuable services as a 

partisan spy were greatly needed” during the Mexican War. He next attested that “the 

services rendered by Major McCulloch and his men, particularly in reconnoitering…were 

of the highest importance.”
5
 After the old ranger’s combat death in 1862, the Governor of 

Texas, Francis Lubbock, that proclaimed that McCulloch had always defended Texas, 

“regardless of the character of the foe, whether Indian, Mexican, or Yankee.” He also 

remembered that the officer had begun as one of the “gunnery-boys for the ‘Twin Sisters’ 

at San Jacinto,” and had “represented the highest ideal of Southern patriotism.”
6
 

 Lane also gained recognition for his long contribution to Texan security, while 

leaving an insightful memoir of his various campaigns. Upon his death in 1892 the 

Marshal Paper honored him as “The Hero of Three Wars” and the “Immaculate defender 

of his country.” The publication also noted that as his family buried with him “battle-

scarred flags, rusty sabers, spears, spurs, arrows and other trophies,” to “keep silent 

sentinel and look down upon all that remains of the old hero, who either used them with 

honor, or wrested them from enemies of war.”
7
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As the cadre of colonial militiamen and San Jacinto veterans aged or died in the 

decades that followed independence, new generations of Lone Star frontiersmen 

emulated their predecessors and assumed the protection of Texas. Conflicts and wars 

between Texas and its competing neighbors continued throughout the remainder of the 

century, demanding constant vigilance by volunteer citizen-soldiers. Texas Ranger John 

Coffee Hays, who first learned frontier cavalry tactics directly from Karnes and Deaf 

Smith during the first years of the Texas Republic, emerged as the most significant of the 

partisan officers to serve in antebellum Texas.  

In the years before and during the Mexican-American War “Jack’ Hays came to 

personify the iconic Texas Ranger. The Telegraph and Texas Register praised the young 

Tennessean’s patrolling in 1841, while associating his activities with the successful 

mounted militia operations of the colonial era: 

The spy company under Captain Hays has been very efficient and has almost 

completely broken up the old haunts of the Comanche in the vicinity of Bexar. So 

great has been the protection and security resulting from the active enterprise of 

this excellent officer that he settlements are extending on every side around the 

city and the country is assuming the appearance of peace and prosperity that 

characterized it previous to the Revolution.
8
 

 

This manner of frontier service during the 1840s, as proactive and highly militant Texas 

Rangers, represented the most effective and publicized manifestation of Lone Star 

mounted arms between the Texas Revolution and the Civil War. Reminiscent of John 

Moore’s ranging campaign during the colonial period, and John Tumlinson Jr.’s 

patrolling assignment with the Corps of Rangers during the rebellion, Hays and his 
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contemporaries refined a long tradition of forward, counterguerrilla patrolling against 

Native opponents. As Texas Rangers of the Lone Star Republic, and later federalized 

Mounted Rifles in the Mexican War, these militant Texans incorporated, and then 

enhanced with repeating Colt revolvers, the lessons learned by their predecessors in 

Mexican Tejas. 

The observations of many soldiers in the Mexican War, both American and Texan 

alike, attested to the unique tactical nature of the Lone Star horseman that developed out 

of the Texas Revolution. In 1846, Ohio volunteer Luther Giddings summarized the Texas 

Rangers’ disposition: “He is an excellent rider and a dead shot. His arms are a rifle, 

Colt’s revolving pistol and a knife.” The officer also wrote of the frontiersmen, “Centaur-

like, they seemed to live upon their horse, and under firm and prudent leaders, were 

efficient soldiers, especially for scouts and advanced post-service.”
9
  

This mounted arms service, begun by Austin and nationalized by Houston, 

culminated during the Civil War, where Texas fielded an unmatched total of sixty-one 

cavalry regiments and thirty-nine cavalry battalions in the conflict.
10

 Henry Graber, of the 

famed Terry’s Texas Rangers, explicitly connected his regiment’s aggressive wartime 

service to the tradition founded during his state’s colonial and revolutionary years. The 

young recruit first stated that, “the young men composing this regiment would endeavor 
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to emulate the example of the heroes of the Alamo, Goliad and San Jacinto.”
11

 He then 

placed their patriotism in a distinctly cavalry context. Upon observing an exhibition of 

Texan horsemanship during the 8
th

 Texas Cavalry’s mobilization in Tennessee in 1862, 

Graber associated the historical fusion of mobility and advanced weaponry with the 

tradition they had inherited: 

This extraordinary feat, in connection with their general appearance; being armed 

with shotguns, six-shooters and Bowie knives, seemed to sustain their idea of the 

Texas Rangers that fought at the Alamo, Goliad and San Jacinto and served under 

Jack Hayes, Ben McCulloch and other Indian and Mexican fighters.
12

  

 

For Graber and the masses of young Texans who flocked to the Confederate colors in the 

largest cavalry mobilization in North American history, the predilection for cavalry 

warfare defined them as Texans; it recognized them as willing heirs to the revolutionary 

spirit that founded their frontier society.  

 This continued tradition of armed horsemanship, bequeathed to a new generation 

of rebels by the first generation of Texan revolutionaries, represented the apex of Lone 

Star militarism. It also demonstrated the uniquely Texan proclivity for mounted service 

over other types of combat arms. Of the approximately 90,000 Texan men who served in 

uniform along Texas’s borders or in expeditionary regiments, 58,000 joined as 

cavalrymen, rangers, or mounted rifles; only 30,000 served grudgingly in infantry and 
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artillery units.
13

 Despite this unprecedented cavalry mobilization, and unlike previous 

contests in which Texans cavalry rode to ultimate victory, the American Civil War would 

end in total defeat for Texas. The devastating reversal would signal the decline of Texan 

frontier service, heralding the eclipse of militant Lone Star nationalism. 

 

Texas’s mounted arms story continued after the Civil War, but it would never 

again be so militant, so nationalistic, and so reflective of its colonial origins. The Texas 

Ranger tradition increasingly transitioned into a state law enforcement institution, 

focusing on internal stability instead of external enemies. The Texas Cavalry likewise 

ceded the responsibility of nation-state territorial defense to the United States Army, 

offering only brief mobilizations as federal volunteers for the Spanish-American War, 

World War I, and World War II. This decline in partisan military service coincided with 

the disappearance of the unsettled frontier, the pacification of the remaining hostile 

Amerindian tribes, and the mechanization of industry and warfare, eventually driving 

Texas’s energies into the industrialization of the modern era. 

Yet for a time between 1822 and 1865, Texan horsemen stood preeminent in their 

chosen combat arena, fending off invaders and excelling in expeditionary warfare. 

Beginning with Stephen Austin’s proposal to “employ ten men” in order “to act as 

rangers for the common defense,” then transitioning as colonial mounted militia, and 

finally nationalizing as corps of rangers and cavalry, Texas benefited from an inspired 
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mounted arms tradition.
14

 The citizen-soldiers that Texas Ranger John Caperton called in 

1848 “the best horsemen, the best shots, and the best fighters on the American continent,” 

preserved the Lone Star nation in its infancy and made possible the realization of 

Austin’s Texas dream.
15

 

In the final analysis, the frontier cavalry of Colonial Tejas left an indelible mark 

in the narrative of Texas history. Men like Austin and Houston provided strategic 

leadership to a struggling nation as it fought for survival in an unforgiving environment. 

Early militia commanders such as Abner Kuykendall and John Moore led the colony’s 

precarious embracement of mounted warfare, while rebel officers like John Tumlinson 

and Henry Karnes founded the Texas Ranger and Texas Cavalry legacies. The actions of 

these embattled pioneers, representing the genesis of a much greater mounted arms 

tradition, echoed throughout a century of brutal Texan warfare. Known to observers and 

historians as an effective and controversial tradition of colonial militia and revolutionary 

fighters, these men are remembered in Texas as legends. 
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